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THE WEEKLY. 
We continue in this number Prof. Howland's translation of the 
.1Eneid. It "is 9ur intention to devote one page of the WEEKLY 
to this translation until at least the first book is cOlbpleted. We 
are sure it will be appreciated by our readers. 
We· invite particular attention to the letter published in another 
part of this paper from Mrs. Mary L. Carpenter, superintendent 
of the public schools of Winnebago county, Illinois. Her success 
in the particular work there described has been very marked. 
She is now preparing a premium list for the educational exhibit 
, next fall. The Agricultural Board has appropriated "75 for this 
purpose, while last year the .appropriation was only $50 . The 
supervisors of that county a~e also opening their eyes 'to the 
efficiency and value of a woman' s services in a public office, and 
have set aside $75 for the spring institute expenses, for which 
they have been in the habit of giving $5°. 
IMPENDING DISCOVERIES. 
A LATE improvement in telegraphy, due to the genius of Mr. Stephen D. Field, of lSan Francisco, and likely to be in 
general use all over the world, within a few months, dispenses 
with the troublesome and capricipus batteries, and substitutes 
neat, clean, and c.omparatively light, compact, and easily man-
aged dynamo machines, at one-sixth the expe~&e. Other inven-
tions make one wire as effectiye as four were formerly. 
The Scientific Amen"can declares 'in exalted and enthusiastic 
terms that it no longer fequires a prophetic vision .to see along 
the vista of coming improvements due·to the agency of electrici-
ty; t.he application of which to human needs has only b'egUq, 
and the full import of which is beyond conception. It will be-
stow vastly more-than those great gifts of the telegraph, the tele-
phone, the guarq.ianship of .property, and the ' almost perfected 
electric light, conveyor of power, l!.nd-Iet us hope-of clean and 
perfectly controllable modes of heating, for an sor.ts' and parts of 
bnildings, and all uses. ' 
We now have dally the news of yesterday from all the nations 
of the earth, and of all important events within our,own borders. 
To lay all this before the eyes of the hosts of readers every 
morning requires all. electric rapidity of movement through all 
tile processes. There is no longer tim~ for tpe transcription of 
.reporters' short-hand notes. Reporters are . engaged in corps. 
They work in relays. Each reads the notes of his ten minutes' 
turn to a loud-speaking telephone at the other terminus of Which 
a compositor sets up the words in type without the trouble of de-
ciphering copy. The indications are, says the Scientific Ameri-
can, that, by the use of telegraphy and stenography, reports of 
public meetings will soon be sent, almost instantly, throught long 
distances, and at a fraction of the present cost. The simple ele-
men tary shorthand that is ' used for dictating spelling exercises in 
. some of our advanced primary schools, thus falls just!y into line 
with the demands of our wonderful age. . It is never too early to 
prepare for dealing with these r""eal Genii which are doing greater 
actual wonders for us than the Arabian writer's ima"gination be-
stowed upon Aladdin. 
IRISH NA TION4L SCHOOLS. 
I ~ 
PORTY yea~ ago a good reader was a distinguished character " in the rural districts of Ireland. He was' usually a young 
man trained to fluency in presenting the contents of the news- ' 
paper by the criticism of older men, whose early experience di~ · 
nut qualify them to read aloud with effective expression. The 
reading of the newspaper formed a sequeI"to l,the Sunday's devo-
tions; the agitation of 0 1 Connell gave interest to the perform-
ance and ' the attention and applause of a parish spurred tpe 
reader to an enthusiastic rendition of the paper's eloquent and brist-
ling columns. One who could read was the exception, but it ~as 
only the half-witted or no-witted that were not able to appreciat.e 
~re~~. . , 
~y J830 the last of the statutes · against Catholic, or free edu-
cation in Ireland'w~ wiped away, and the late l.ord Derby, ,then ' 
Mr. Stanley; Irish Chief Secretary, proposed and establsshed.the' 
present system of national schools. A government bgard·of com-
missioners was established to superintend primary education 
throughout Ireland. No new schools were established, but local 
managers were invited to attach their schools to the board, · in 
return for which they received a grant in aid of teachers' sal,!loI'ies" 
and school supplies at a lower rate; but such schools were subject 
to visitation by government inspectors, who held the teaehers to 
a strict conformity with the fundamental rules and regulationS': 
, The system was .not all : that ' the Irish hoped fo~; It w~s :not 
conducted in accordance with their religious views as were the 
schQols of England and the British schoo~ of Scotland; it was 
unsectarian, and non-Catholic.' y' et, ob~ying the voice of Thomas 
Davis in his memorable injunction, "Educate and you 'will be 
free," the .childrdn flocked in thousands to the national schools.. ' 
in which a class of teachers an<;l a 'grade of instruction were found _ 
far superior to any the peasantry had known before. . The For-ot-
estant advoeates of free schools-desired to make them instruments 
of proselyting· Catholic youth. The Catholics demanc!ecI a 5Y8-
... 
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tern as denominational as that of the English and Scotch; Mr. 
Stanley took a middle course-to forbid proselyting but to glVe 
separate religious instruction. At a particular hour separate re-
ligious instruction was given, but during the remainder of the 
day nothing of a sectarian character was allowed. 
Yet the 'system was poorly supported from the beginning. The 
Protestant landed proprIetors were horrified at the thought of 
giving the Irish education without an'" attempt to raise them out 
of the spiritual bondage of Popery, and would grant nothing in 
the shape of local aid which was so generously bestowed in Eng-
land and Scotland, and the Catholics were a little cold towards 
what was virtually a system of secular education, so repugnant 
to the doctrines and traditions of the Church. The result was 
that little was bestowed in support of the schools but what came 
from the government and the voluntary contributions of the, mid · 
dling farmers, who took pride in appearing above the needs of 
_ mere charity t::ducation for their children. 
But the system grew in popularity and size. Though theoret-
ically undenominational, it was during the first dozen years of its 
struggle into existence practically sectarian. In Ulster the Bible 
/ w ,s read and in the Catholic provinces the catechism was freely _ 
taught. This made the clergy of the several creeds "warm to" 
their respectiv,#! schools, and soon the landowners observed that 
education improved the conduct of the youth in their estate, and 
encouragement and support were vouchsafed, whi~h came as oddly 
. from that quarter as a graded school system for negroes would 
have been phenomenal as the handiwork of the slave-holders in 
ali!e-rebellion days. 
There was a great deal of coquetting between the rival religions 
for the instruction of the youth, and it was not uncommon to 
find two national schools within a stone's throw of each other, 
. differing only in the denominational bias of the teacher. Bid-
ding for attendance of children ran high; but usually the Catho-
lic institution was the more successful. To offset this the Prot-
estant establishment threw in a breakfast, which seemed to take 
well at ' first; but it was noticed that immediately after the break-
fast the little rascals deserted to the Catholic primary, To head 
off this defection, the plan was adopted of deferring the break-
. fast till after schoo~ hours, at three o! clock I 
As a trick to o'ffset this, the Catholic school would have before 
the regulation hour for secular study a regular oratory at the end 
- of the room, which, up:>n the striking of the'dock, would, as if 
'by magic, shut up and be nothing b'ut a teacher's rostrum! In 
these bickerings the Pro ~estant clergy were more steadfast than 
their Catholic opponents; they protested vigorously against a 
schdol or system of schools in which the Bible' was closed ouring 
certain' hours of the day by the fundamental rules of the system, 
, whereas the Catholic clergy accepted the national system as a 
choice of evils. ' 
; FinaUya compromise was effected-"That no teacher need pre-
vent a child from being present at religious instruction contrary 
to his registered creed, but that upon such occurrence the teacher 
should send a filleP-up printed ticket notifying the parent of the 
fact. " 
't'~is w~ a vi€tory for the Protestants and brought in the Epis-
C!;fpalial}s and Presbyterians., but it gave a grievance to the Cath-
olic clergy! which they have been airing ever since in a demand 
for capitation grants and separate schools, such as are demand-
"ed by-the more active anti-public school agitators. in the United 
States. 
. 'fo say that un~er all these adverse circumstances the national 
school system of Ireland was a great success is expressing the 
truth feebly. An admirable Christian but non-sectarian series of -
school-books was prepared, that captivated old and young and 
gave an amount of information that would astonish some of our 
American rehashers of school-books. 
Old and young went wild over the prospects of education; and 
before ten years the whole aspect of the country intellectually 
was changed. Rapidity of comprehension and execution, espec-
ially in arithmetical processes, is a characteristic of the graduates 
of these schools, and when the civil service rules were adopted, 
which opened the minor offices of government to scholastic com-
petition, Johnny, Sandy, and Taffy opened their eyes in amaze-
ment at seeing seven-tenths of the prizes borne off by the 
youthful Patlanders fresh from the Irish national school. It is 
true that the Irish have a genius for office-holding ; but this move 
gave that genius its full bent and the drum-beat of England which 
rolls around the world and echoes on either side of the equator 
is principally occupied in marking the duty-hours of young Irish-
men in the British civil service, put there through proficiency 
gained in the national schools. There are many features peculiar 
to this ~ystem which may form the substance of a future article. 
SIMPLE EXPERIMENTS ILLUSTRATINGSOME 
POINYS IN REGARD TO CIRCULA TION 
AND RESPIRA TION. 
L 
. PROF. F. H. KING, River Falls, Wis. 
I 
THE great aim of instruction in human physiology should be to plant such seed as shall ripen into a thorough under-
standing and intelligent, persistent application of hygienic laws . 
Such seed can reach early, healthful maturity only in an am-
ple knowledge of human anatomy enriched with vivid correlated 
conceptions of human physiology. 
Since the best chosen language, supplemented by figures exe-
cuted with the greatest fidelity must always fix slowly and inade-
quately at best, but partial and usually distorted notions of 
organic structures. I believe it is deeply to be regretted that none 
of our text books of physiology are sufficiently explicit in giving 
directions which shall enable the student to dc:moDstrate for 
himself with some degree of satisfaction, the princi~al anat~rni_ 
cal structures and physiological processes upon which hygienic 
laws rest; and there appears no sufficient reason for longer omit-
ting from the , text-books that which is so essential to accurate 
fundamental knowledge. 
The necessary directions need not be lengthy and may be ea- . 
sily followed; they may find ample room in the places now occu-
pied with verbiage and but slightly relevant matter. 
There is an abundance of cheap, desirable material even where 
at hand, upon whi~h the student may work if the subjef t' is pur-
sued in the spring or fall, as it should be; for, so closely is the 
human body aliied to those of the common vertebrate animals 
about us. that cats, small dogs, squirrels, rabbits, rats, gophers, 
mice, young pigs and lambs which die in the spring from causes 
leaving their bodies perfectly fresh and sweet, frogs, snaKes, and 
turtl~ are all excellent subjects, some of them serving better to 
illustrate one set of organs or physiological processes than others. 
A sharp jack knife, with large and small blades ; a pair of sharp-
pointed scissors, fou'nd in almost any home; a pair of small for-
ceps cut from a bit of dry hickory or maple; <p1ills or stiff hollow 
straws for blowpipes; hog's bristles tipped with sealing wax by 
• 
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touchi~g one end-to a bit of melted ~ax 'and qui<;kly jerking it 
away, to thrust into ducts and small tubes whose course is 'to be 
traced; and some thread and twine' for tying vessels, are the only 
absolutely indispensable appurtenances to the disseCtions in mind, 
and they are no mean make· shifts for better or more pretentious 
materials. A good injecting syringe may be purchased for a 
dollar, or a boy, with a little mechanical apparatus and a sugges-
tion from his teacher, may make a serviceable "squirt gun" for 
himself. Thus equipped, the student, with a , little ingenuity, 
some patience, and much persistelJct! and determination, might, 
in a very short time, if the directions referred to were before 
him} find himself well on tha~ road that leads above and beyond 
the clover-fields of quacks and humbugs. 
Good casts and models are valuable aids to the study of physi-
ology if righty used, but they can never take ,the place of the 
organs they represent, and should serve to draw into the class-
room, rather than exclude from it, the models nature has so 
inimitably furnished . 
It is the obj'ect of this article to indicate a few simple and 
truthful experiments illustrating some of the physiological pro-
cesses of circulation and respiration. What of originality there 
may be in the methods, it shall be the privilege of the reader to 
judge. The hope entertained is that the thoughts may spur 
some student or som~ teacher to better work. 
FIG. 1. 
Fig. 1 represents a method of demonstrating before a class the 
actions of the heart in producing the pulmonic and systemic 
circulations. For this purpose the heart of a sheep, calf, or hog 
will be found most desirable. In obtaining the heart, care should 
be taken not to -injure it in any way, and to sever the main trunks 
at points as far distant from the heart as practicable. Special 
care will need to be taken in order to obtain the pulmonary veins 
of sufficient length for ligation. After removing the fat and con-
nective tis3ue from the arteries and veins, four quarter-inch glass 
tubes, 14 to 20 inches long, should be securely tied into them, 
as represented in the cut, and the remainmg vessels ligated. 
Should connection with a branch of the pulmonary artery be im-
, , possible, the tube may be introduced into the main trunk, care 
being taken not to interfere with the semilunar valves. It may 
happen that a pulmonary-vein will ' be severed close to the auri-
cle ; in this case, a strong pinch of the wall about the orifice 
may' be taken and tied without materially interfering with its 
action. If the heart be that of a very young calf, the ducl con-
necting the pulmonary artery' and aorta may not be completely 
closed, in which case it should be tied without cutting. 
T~o 6 to 8 oz. bottles, representing the l1mgs and the system 
.respectively, rave sealed air· tight in their necks, by means of 
, , 
sealing wax, two bent glass tubes, one of them reaching ne'arly 
to the bottom of the bottle, as seen in the cut. 
Water colored with ana line or Brazil wood answers well for a 
, , 
,fluid, ·but a little blood may be used instead of the dyes named -
with good effect. The fluid may be introduced with the aid of 
a small force pump or syringe 'attached to the tube representing 
one of the veim at its distal end whose connection with the bot-
tle has been broken. If neither the pump nor syringe' can be 
had, place the water in a large coffee·pot, watering-pot, or tea-
kettle and connect the tube with th~pout by means of a cork. 
When the vessel is raised until the tube takes a nearly vertical at:_ 
, titude ~here will be found a sufficient head to fill the appatatus. 
When the auricles are well distended, connect the tube again 
with its bottle, allowing none of the fluid to 'escape during the 
operation. If the. class i~ permitted to witness the filling, ,it will ' 
be observed that the fluid first , enters , an auricle, then emerges 
from a ventricle to pass through a bottle and ret~rn to the other 
auricle, only to appear in the tube leading from the remaining 
ventricle and set toward the other bottle. 
To manipulate the apparatus, after' the connection has been ,-
made, so as to establish the circulation, grasp the ventricles with . 
both hands, -placing the thumbs side by side, parallel, pointing 
toward the auricles, 'and facing the side of the septum. By now 
alternately closing and opening the hands so as to bring the 
walls of the vent~icles upon the septum, a vigorous current is at ' 
once established throughout the apparatus, and may be main- ' 
tained indefinitely. It need hardly be added here that this ex- . • 
periment is, almost in detail, a truthful portrayal of one of life/'s 
most important processes. It is certainly very instructive. 
The flow in the arteries, its intermittent character, and the' 
pUls'e are distinctly observed and connectt:d, a~ results, with the 
contractions ~f the ventricles. The elastic air is seen to yi.eld 
under the sudden pressure while it stores up the otherwise waSt- , 
ed, bursting, and therefore dangerous energy of sudden flow 7 ' 
through unyielding pipes, converting it into a steaay motion s'et- . 
ting toward the heart through the veins, thus imitatjng a provi~ 
, sion nature adopted years ago in the ,elastic walls onhe,circula-
tory tubing for greater economy and safty. 
The effectiveness of the semilunar valves in preventing regur.., '~, 
gitations may be demonstrated by attaching the pump to the 
distant end of one of the artery tubes and endeavoring t9 force 
the fluid into tJte heart. ' It may also be shown that un,der high , 
pressure there is a: greater leakage through the pulmonary than 
'through the aortic valves, thus demonstrating th~ ' ''safty"valve 
function" of the former. ' 
With the pump attached as before, it is Qnly necessary to thrust -
the tube farther into the artery so that its end shall lie between 
the edges of the semilunar valves to demonstrate 'the functions of , 
the mitral and tricuspid valves. A high pressure" too, will prove 
an insufficiency t6 exist in the tricl;lspid folds, s~owing tha~ they ' " ~ 
also perform the "safty-valve function." .. I 
It is desirable at this juncture to permit the class to see ,these ,: 
valves in action. With the conneC£ionsjust as'they were in the 
last experiment, it is only necessary to cut away the w'all of the . 
auri<;le whose valves were last upon trial, when a stroke at the " 
pump will bring them at once upon quty, in full view. Now, 
withdraw'the tube until the semilunar valves are freed, I!nd theQ 
cut away the ventricle until tl,tey are exposed. They will ,be ~ 
found shoulder to 'shoulder effectually closing the pass~ge. '. 
The glass tubing necessary for these experiments may ~~ually ' 
be obtained, at any good drug-store and ought not to cost over 
, '. ;. . I , 
.. .:: ,i , ·1 .. 
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thirty ·cents. If the rubber tubing is not at hand, the 'connec-
tions with the bottles may be made with bits of arteries, with 
, the. ileum of a cat, ,or with strips of waxed cloth,. such as nursery 
men use for grafting. 
If" the action o'f the ' valves simply is all that is to be demon-
strated, a single tube is all that is necessary, and one, of tin half 
an inch in diameter is as good as any; the method of procedure 
,'s th~t already described. 
• SCHOOL MISTRESSES AND LANGUA GE LESSONS. 
ELLEN F. GOODWIN, Maine. 
I AM sometimes tempted to think that, among a certain class of the writers for our educational journals there exists a kind 
of tacit argreeme~t, in exposing the bad of the school-room 
work, to seek a school mistress for the victim, and in magnifying 
, the good to seek a schoolmaster for the crown. The last number' 
of the Pmnsylvania School Journal, a very superior publication, 
in an article entitled, "What is Meant by .Language Lessons?" 
from a School Supervisor of Nebraska, is a forcible illustration of 
the spirit to which I have alluded. The article is so censorious 
and at the same time so complete an 'exemplification in its com-
position of the very vlew:; 'which it so strenuously assails in the 
schoo) mistresses that I am provoked to this response. The 
wri ter in his glib and loose manner runs on as though he sup-
• posed his rude disparagements of their quaJificativns would be 
receiv~d by his victims with grateful pride, though in his detrac-
t\ons · never so unlimited and indiscriminate, sweeping into the 
cavern of ignorance. and incompetency a whole institute-
, seventy-five school mistresses-by a single dash of his imperious 
pen-not one of the whole band, a~cording to his account, being 
. able to, write scarcely a line of good English. I do not credit his 
representation. I have had some experience as a teacher among 
, thewestern school mistresses, though a New 'Engiander "native 
• and to the manor born j" and the respect for this intelligence 
which I imbibed from all my observations, compels me to inter-
pose a word in their defense. 
It is very true that tJIe average attainments and fitness for thi~ 
worK,ofthe school mistresses of the county, in our public schools, 
is sadly low; but it is i'n my view by no~eal1s certain that. the 
. ,average fitness of· the school masters is any better for the grade 
t of work aSsigned to· them than that of the school mistresses for 
the ,lVork in their charge. I think at ' all events the wretched 
" Engl1sh of the Supervisor's article is a. conclusive evidence of his 
unfitness to comment at all upon the qualities of English com-
sition, ,and will try in this notice to furnish sO?le reas~>ns for this 
opinion. ' Npr do I think the article sufficiently clear and ex-
pliCit' in its conceptions to render it of much account in the 
consideration of the topic amiounced in the title of the article. 
It is in the diffuse, inaccurate style of the valuable, ill.trained 
writer, by turns clear, confused, consistent, and absurd, some-
times in good English, often in bad. . 
The method of teaching the mother tongue has been of late, 
manifestly,. a much tormepted topic' in our .educational journals 
and conventions and int.o that theme 1 hav.e not the temerity to 
venture ' in' this place at all. ' Nor do I feel competent to enter 
.: ' very -much into th~ subject not particularly considered, though 
,_ " , e~pressfy announced for ~onsideration in the Supervisor's Ar-
", J, '. .. 'tide; , 
"WHAT' IS MEANTllY LANGUAGE LESSONS." 
In on~ passage the $upervisor insists with great force and ear-
hestness in his clearest and best English, that the study of the 
Principles and the practice in the use of th'e language should go 
along together, most distincdvely the essential functions of gram-
mar in the well recognized meaning of that term as used in our 
elementary text books. "Study and reflection" are his words, 
"aid essentially in practice, * * * practice aids in learning prin-
ciples, * * * and the two go best together. * * * Practice * * 
without principles would make machines out of scholars. ',' But 
in the very nex't sentence, almost, these excellent words' are all 
swept summarily.away by the broad, unlimited affirmation, that 
in the common school, grammar should not be taught at all, while 
at the same time the use of Language Lessons early and late is 
advocated with most vehement contention, Now, as I urider · 
stand the subject, Language Lessons, Elementary Grammar, and 
Primary Grammar are three different names devised by the book-
makers to give attractions to their book, signifying one and the 
same thing, English Grammar-tria Juncta in uno, in t4e 
common acceptance of the name. 
More than three· fourths of a century ago Murray put down 
English grammar in his book as "the art of speaking and writing 
the English language with propriety," and this definition with 
immaterial variation to suit the notions of individual compilers, 
bas been successively adopted into all our elementary text-books 
on the language down to very recent t~mes, a\ld so c!lntinues to 
be recognized. Occasionally of late the word science, or some 
phraseology equivalent to that term, has been introduced into the 
old definition as in the elementary works of Greene, Bullion, 
Whifney, and Reed and Kellogg, but in all these admirable books 
the treatment of the subject is confined to the Art supplemented ' 
as of old by the simpler principles and rules of the language, In 
the preface to of the "Essentials of English Grammar" published 
early in 1877, Whitney does indeed expressly declare that in his 
view "the leading object of English Grammar is not "to teach 
the correct use of language," but after designating it as "the 
reflective study of language," pure science above the realms of art, 
is car~ful to qualify his asser'tion by adding immediately th'at cor-
rectness in writmg is one of tlte purposes of the study, that "in 
training the young to make them use their own tongue with ac-
curacy and force" it is it,u,P0rtant to teach them "tke rudimentary 
dtSJinctions a"d rules of grammar," the -full and exact concep . 
tion of Murray's definition. Swinton took very extreme ground 
against grammatical forms anrl definitions in his fi rst books on 
Language but the experience of ten years seems to have made 
him wiser, In the preface' to his New Language Lessons pub-
lished in 1878, he instructively says that this 'book "has been 
toned up" to obviate the objection of the many who pronounced 
the old book "weak on the side of the great neglect of gram-
matical forms." In ' other words, the device to teach English 
grammar with the grammar left out having been ·found a folly, 
thIS new book returris to the old and true way along which grlj-m-
mar leads. The "Graded Lessons in English" by Reed and 
~ellogg as also their Higher Lessons issued in 1878, both superior 
books, are formed on the old plan, practice and principles com-
pined, with the full persttasion that there i ~ "no other and better 
way to connect writing and sp~akiHg than that along which 
grammar conducts." So far as I am able to discern, all our 
modern elementary text-books Ot:l the English I~ng~age, whether 
called Lessons or grammars, are formed . en one and the same 
plan, the combination of persistent practice with the study of 
primary principles and rules in the scheme of drill, Swinton's 
early books, which have been condemned and discarded, in this 
• 
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point of view being the only extreme variation from ' the old 
grammatical system. The methods of these many authors, 
analysis succeeded by synthesis, differing in minor details of 
taste and fancy, are also identically the same in all the essentials 
and substantials, one book being just about as good as another in 
the hands of competent teachers. If I have not entirely failed 
in my purpose in this matter, I have made it quite apparent that 
wherever Language Lessons may mean anythipg otherwise than 
Grammar Lessons, the name imports nothing good at all in the 
view of all the best authorities on the subject. 
A few words in con'clusion in relation to the English of the 
Nebraska Supervisor and his competency to chastise the English 
of the School Mistresses. In opening his article the Supervisor ' 
says: "I remember very well when I studied grammar,jor term 
after term, I had never been called upon to write one single line 
of the English language 'by way of learning it," the fact stated 
being perhaps some palliation' of the solecism of its expression. 
In another paragraph is this rare specimen: "The use of lan-
guage is an art and * * * must be acquired principally by prac-
tice. Not only must be acquired by practice but it cannot be 
acquired in any ' other way (identical propositions) ; and there 
never was and never will be an individual who could write fiu-
ently and correctly without practice." If the average Nebraska 
school mistress can jumble together worse English than the Su-
pervisor gets into this passage, the state is to be pitied. Its 
solecisms of mood and tense are its minor offenses. On another 
page IS this curious sentence : "I think in teaching a written 
language, we have made too little use of what the philosophers 
call intuition, a term for which we have no good word. " . Having 
uttered this nonsense he proceeds to "explain ." He relates how 
. he once encountered some boys in a printing office, who, without 
ever having studied grammar at schonl at all, had, after three or 
four years of type-setting become sharp critics of English com-
position, and winds off with the following uncommon notion: 
"How was it," he exclaims, "that they had learned to know so 
much about the English language?" and answers in these words: 
"They had learned it by in.tuition; that is, they , had gathered a 
plan oj doing it by seeing it done, by imitating ihe work of otk'ers /' 
a reduplification and elaboration of the nonsense with which the 
passage opened, recalling, in its climax, the line of the heroic 
lover in one of Dryden's plays: 
"My wound is greatbe<:ause it is so small,'! 
the nonsense of which o~ its repetition in the House of Commons 
provoked instant response from the Duke of Buckingham in the 
im.promptu -verse: 
"It would be greater were it none ~t all." 
Nor is foolishness in the use' of terms and in absurd definitions 
the only folly of this singular piece of English. I have been 
close, enough to the ways of printers in some years of my life to 
, feel certain that there is no truth at all in the Supt!rvisor's as-
sumption in relation to them. Boys or. girls entering the print- ' 
ing office with no knowledge of the principl_es and rules of the 
language become critical in composition, accurate, reliable com-
, positors not by intui.tion, but only by industrious, unceasing stUdy 
of the laws, usages, and structure of the language, .perpetual in-
vestigation of both the grammar and the dictionary all along their 
. apprenticeship. The .length of my communication~ already 
quite too long, I fear, for your columns, admpnishes me to iitOp. 
I am only a lj~hool mistress, not long in the service,nor used 
- to ordering my thoughts for the press. I llave put my complaints 
and commentl' into as few and becoming words as I cou~d com-
mand; and send my communication to THE EDUCATIONAL 
WEEKLY because I am one of its constant readers and regard it as 
the very best educational periodical in the land, so far as my 
knowledge extends. 
STATE CERTIFICATES IN MICHIGAN. 
An old and prominent teacher said to me a few days ago, "Any teacher 
who will accept a State Certificate under the present rule and requirement is 
a goose .• " "Why," 1 asked. "Because." replied the teacher,-"first, there is 
no economy in it; second, it guarantees nothing; third, it does not fill the bill 
for all places. A lady can be examined five ' times in ten years at a cost of, 
two dollars and II half; a gentleman at a cost of five dollars: With a known 
record, the Certificate is granted by the township examiner without other trou-
ble than the fee. For a State examination the average cost cannot be less than 
ten to fifteen dollars; the township Certificate is just as valuable and from two 
to five times cheaper." 
Within two months, another teacher said to me "that any teacher who had \ 
made a record for himself, and built up a reputation which placed ~im in tho 
fore front of his calling, deserved to be recognized by the State without cost 
or trouble; that it was a low estimate, to place on tried experience to charge 
it a price for knowing something. This teacher cited an instance of a man'in , 
one of our city schools. of most marked success and education, of the riPC!lt . 
culture, pr~gressive on a br0ad plan, with .whom many of o,/-r University p~o­
fessors would compare unfavorably, who has been sought every year to accept 
the best positions in the State; and yet this man must pay a premium for a 
State recognition." 
';;'This teacher said he felt as though it was an insult to the good sense of the 
man. Another teacher sa:d to me at Lansing, -"that the State .Hoard of Ed- _, 
ucation had made a very gre .. t mistake in adopting such a plan, for there was 
a manifest injustice in it. Fifteen men were to be preferred, which number 
might be too -large, or too small; but their merit was to be entirely in the hand s 
of the Board of Education, and' they were ,less than human if they had not 
each preferred friends." Now these three teachers wh~se opinions'i have 
given, are more than an average of what would be 'called the first class teach-
ers of the State. 1-; there really a lameness in the plan devised for a state 
cirtificate? , 
Let us see. A y.)ung gentleman or lady goes to the State Normal and grad-
uates in any of the courses, and receives a diploma which stands in place of 
a certificate, and has all of the recognized value of a State Certificate. Said 
young person goes forth armed with all the panoply of a Normal diploma, , 
and does not need to know any of the many useful things which 4!xperience 
alone can teach, but may be received without further recognition from any of-
ficial examiner, and enter upon the work of the school-room. Such a person 
has only learned to swim on a table, but is recognize-d by an offiicial paper. 
Another person has been guiding successfully some I!raft at sea. 'He hll$ \ 
made a success of his labor; he shows himself t·) be a master builder; he ' 
lacks neither in the qualifications of bOJks, nor experience; he has 'been do-
ing some practical swimming in actual water; b-ut the State says to him "We 
know you are meritor.ious; come down to Lansing and spend three days ~f 
time, pay five dollars into the. general treasur.y, and if you answer 80 per cen t . 
of our questions, we· grant you a second grade CertiEcate which shall iast you 
ten years." 
States, like indi'viduals, make mistakes sometimes. 1 have yet, to hear a 
teacher of any note endors~ the present rtgilM for, procuring a State 'Certifi-
cate. Does th.e State need to know. more of such wen 'as Strong, Daniels, 
George, Perry, Thomas, E!lving, Church, Truesdel, Yutema, Jones, ~i1I, Wel-
lington, and a host of others who have been tried, and Dot found wantine 
Should not a Sta.te Certific".te be grailted as largely upon a-suecessful experi-
ence, as upon book knowledge? Is there just cause of complaint with onr' 
present system of examination? 1 seek truth and light. I' would not he clu 
sified am<>ng the fault finders. ' I was ' one ~f the "geese" who would have 
submitts:d to examination last winter, if circumstances had been favorable 10 
I could have remained fr~m /lome. Let us meet this la w with an intelhgent 
ipirit and sound advice. If it is 'not the thing, let the wise ones advise the Su-
perintendent l?f Public Instruction with resp:ct to the same, and don't let uS 
hedge, as SJme have, behind a reputation, and say, "I ask no 'odds." Let us 
work as a unit oil' al~ just educational qUeStion~ of the day, and feel that the 
greatest good to, the greatest number, ~nd that 'only, will Satisfy us: 
How many of the Ie \~ing lights of Michigan will give &llIwer, through. the 
columns of THE EDUCATIONAL WEElU.Y, (or or against thls law? r '_ ," 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
ANOTHER VISIT 10 THE SCHOOLS. 
By. A DIRECTOR. 
WE will go to the first room, where Dr. H. has charge of about '70 begin-ners i ' a!ld see what his upper class can do by this time. The Doctor, 
who is a true gentleman, and quite distinguished as a practical scientist, gives 
illustrated lectures weekly, on chemical and philosophical discoveries and in-
ventions, besides initiating these raw little recruits il)to the paths of literary ac-
quirement, and into lines of behavior and self.restraint that are indispensable 
where many, with equal rights and claims, are crow.ded together. Their early 
guiding makes future government easy. He was teased a good deal at first 
about taking such a lowly grade, hitherto filled by young gIrls, old dames, or 
crippled old men, but his evident satisfaction with his position, his boundless 
good~humor, and a sense of the great profit of his labors to the grades abovt', 
. as well as to his own,' soon turned thoughtless jokes into quiet respect i and 
now, for a long time, the schools hilVe been raised every term more and more, 
by the leaven which he instills at their base. 
This A class is verifying their slate work in figures, which they had been 
busy with while the B's were taking a black-board ttep forward in reading, by 
learning a n,ew vowel, and sounding it in connect!on with consonants already 
learned i or at least, such of them as would m:lke actual English words. This 
new vowel was the qutck abrupt short i, and as they had learned to sound p, 
,I, s, m, n, It, as sooti as seen, they had learned this morning to read 'it i" and 
then p ii, sit, t.it, m.it, n.it, It ,it: and 'in' and then p ,in, sin, t,i .. , S.P;i11 : and 
they are going to bring out sp,it, s.p it.s, m.it.s, etc., and t.in.l, s t i1I ,t,lt.i11.1, 
It in.t s. These are on the board, and one can see little faces studying them, 
ani now an'l then brelking into a glow of delight over finding one out; by 
, their own unassisted skill. 'They delight in this sort of work. They feel 
themselves going forward. They would not 5:ay away from school for any-
thing. They are copying the words on tht:ir slates, and while they are thus_ 
happy and busy, and, of course, entirely quiet, let us turn to the A'~, who are 
studying in a neat row, each with another's slate, on which are little sums 
copied fr()m the black-board. Only the figures rand 2 and I- are used, bUt 
they are aJded, multiplied, subtracted, and divided according as +, X, -, 
or -;- are attached to them on the black-board. The teacher has a numeral 
.. frame in hi. h3.nd. lie had been round and inspected the slates as to the 
mlking and placing of the figures, while they were yet in the. w~iter's own 
hand., and even the. ill-arranged seemed to feel encouragement from his man-
ner or remark, while a kindly palting wa, a rare and delightful reward to the 
painstaking, and the neatest slate was shown all along the class. 
• 
The answer to each snm being read off all round, some proving right, and 
some wrong, the ~um> are worked out on the humeral frame, which shows 
clearly and explicitly which answer i, true, and what adding, multiplyrng,. 
etc. really mean. When they go to their seats they occupy themselves with 
, imitating tbe shape of the new figure which they will use to-morrow: 3 with 
its t!lree tips. 
There is a similarity of synthetical plan between the course. pursued in 
tea~hing reading, and ,in teaching counting; and ~he introduction of a new 
figure opens up almmt as great a variety of exercise in the "four rules," as a 
new sound with its sign and lett!!r does in reading, by the combinations it 
~akes with those previously lfiarned. 
There is quite a table of. 'mastered words neatly prin' ed on the board, in 
line and column, with plenty of inter·space i and these are occasionally read 
in' all sorts of order. A visitor's call incites ardor enough to propel thrvugh 
the whole of them, without sign of inattention_ Sometimes certain words are 
" mlTked I, 2, 3, etc., and are to be copied in that order i making, on the slates 
"Nat's cat i" "a fat rat i" "don't go," etc., which the learners are delighted to 
li .ld milking reaL sense. They will take these1ines home f()r pa and ma to see 
what they wrote their "own selves." 
They are·such critic. in,purity o[sound that they can tell exactly hQW each 
sound is produced-at whieh of the 3 mouth-doors, and by which way of 
~~utting the do.)r. This essential fU!ldamental knowledge they get as their 
fjrst lesson from the Manual of Dictee. described in No. 143 of the WEEKLY, 
and the sheet of "Qlle.tions" upon it. They learn some of the sound-signs as 
a variation of practice, to prevent idleness or weariness, but they are not re-
quired to learn them until they enter the second grade. We go rOllnd among 
the busy little ,bees a;; .they sit at their desk, and fin4 that we are spared the re-
gret of leaving; for their dismission - is earlier than. in the oth~f s~hoolS by 
JlcjU'll .1IIl bOIlT., and Wf pr.~~ ~e~v~ Of ~~e, po~tor togetller." 
,-
MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. 
The Mathematical Department wilrbe devoted to the elucidation of p~incip!es rather than , 
to the solution of curious problems. Questions in transc~ndental analYSIS, beln~ beyond the • 
range and requirements of the majority of students and teachersJ will nol be discussed, ex· 
cept incidentally. . 
Communications for this department should be sent to DAVID KIRK, JacKson, Mmn. 
"A SOLUTION FOR KANSAS." 
A correspondent, "Kansas," in No. 147 of the WEEKLY, having taken ex-
cep!ion to a certain problem as solved by Robinson, Ficklin, and others, a 
number of solutions of the same have been sent to this department. D. H. 
Davison, of Minonk, Ill., ha, this to say: ': Enclosed find solution which I 
send incidentally, not expecting or even desiring it to be published, especially 
if a better one is offered. It is not difficult, but it may be determined not 
.to publish a solution, especially as it .m?y be Cllusidered a 'curious pr.>blem.' 
Must confess that I have a little curiosity to learn how a mathematical de-
partment can be succe3sfully managed in an educational periodical, without 
mathematics (or without auy mathem,atical demoDltrations) . 
"By judicious management, the mathematical departmenl can be made the 
most useful, instructive, and interesting- department in the paper,and I sincere-
ly hope it may become even so." ' 
Legitimate problems, whose solution throws light on mathematical princi-
ples, will not be exclude~ from this department. Problems like the one in 
question, taken froin a standard mathematical work, apd the ~ccuracy of 
whose answer. is called in question, will b! considered i but "cunous" prob-
lems, sens~less puzzles, and absurd q\lestions~ whose st ... tements involve some 
illogical, or etymological side-issue, and whose answe~ when they can be 
found are of no earthly utility, are nQt desired. The proble~ under conSId_ 
eration i. said to be the ISth on page 236 01 Ficklin's Algebra. -
C. L. Pow~rs, of Hartford, Wi •• , sends a solution which is correct as far 
as it g.:les, bllt it does not give the distance between, A and 0, which is what 
is required. His solution is essentially this: Let x equal rate Of. travel of A 
and 0, then SO-lxis where A meets the wagon, and 45+ I };fx IS where 0 
. / ) (+2;C) +2X. is at the same time. When 0 travels (4S+173 x - 31 3' (ir 14 3'mtles, 
he also meets wagon. (31+~ )_Cso_lx)=8x - 19 is number of miles wag-
3 3 
, 8x -19 14+=: 
3 3 
on travels in the same time. Hence the equatiun--.-==-x from which 
. '4 
we find x=9 
Mr. Powers should have gone a step farther and su~stituted 9 'for x in (4~+ 
I };fx) -(SO-2X) which shows distance Letween A and O . . This would ~ive 2S 
which is the answer required. If we can find an expressIOn for the distance 
between A ~d' B at any stage of their progress, it will show hoVil far 0 is 
behind A when A reaches St. Louis, for tbis distance is constant. 
The following full a~d excellent solution, also gives 2S as the, number of 
miles 0 was from St. L'luis; when A reached said city. 
Solution. 
A. and B were travelinJ towards St. L,)UIS, at equal rates-A being in ad-
vance. Let x equal the rate per hour in mlles.- When A reached the soth 
mile-stone, he p:1Ssed a fi()ck of geese going towards St. Louis at the rate of 
3 miles in two hour.-I ~ miles per' hour. 0 passed the same geese at the 
4Sth mile-stone-the gees,e having hart time to travel S miles since A passed 
them. As the geese were traveling at the rate of I~ miles per hour, (S-;-i~ 
:-::3~ ) is the time in hour. fcom one passing to the oiher i and as it too~ iJ 
, ~ , h 'I ' . ,1 5 . S -;- a = ~ !lours to (rave! from I,he soth to the 4St ml e-stone, 372 --= 
X , X 
10x - ~ is the numLer of hour. A was in advance of 0 j and muhiplying by 
3~ , 
- , " (IOX - 15) x I('X-IS I h her of x, the rate 10 miles per hour, _ _ _ __ =___ equa s t e nnm " 
, 3x 3 . L' 0 was 
milts A was in advance of 0 i and hence when 4 reached St. ')UIS 
at the lox -::- 15th mile-stone. 
3 
We must itow determine the value of x. 
2x miles from the soth mile·stone A met' a wagon traveling at, the 'fate. o~ 
2)( miles per hour. 0 met the same wagon % of an hour before reac~Dg 
the 31St mile' stone, and therefore %x miles before he reached the 31st mile-
stone or at 19-%x=S7-2X miles from the soth mile-stone. It has' been 
3X 
shown that 0 was lox- 15 hours behind A, at the time A passed ~e 50th 
3 ' . -
\' 
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mile.stone to this add 19_":=57-2% the time B was going from the 50th 
• , % 3 3X 
mile-stone to the:place he,met the wago, n; and we have IOX - 15+57-2%= 
3x 3x 
8x+42 the number of hours from time A passed the 50th mile ,stone till B 
3x 
m'et the wagon; from 8x+42 subtract 2 and we have 2x+42 the number of 
3x 3x 
hours fr~m time A met the wagon till B met it. As the wagon traveled 2 j( 
miles per hour, if we multiply 2x+ 42by 2 j( , the result, 3x+63 is the num-
3x 2X 
ber of miles from place where B meot the wagon to the place where .4 met it. 
Now the distance from the 50th mile stone to place B met the wagon increas-
ed by the distance from where B met the wagon to where A met it, is equal to 
the distance from the 50th mile-stone to place where A met the wagon, but i 
has been shown that 2 X equals the same distance and therefore 
57-2..c: +3xX 63=2X. 
3 2X 
. From this equation we determine that x is 9 or -l i-rr ' The negative value 
is inconsistent with the .conditions of the problem, since the travelers were 
going towards St. Louis; the value of x therefore is 9. Above it was shown 
that when A reacbed St. Louis B was at the lOX:"" I 5 ~h mile·stone; substitut· 
3 
ng 9 for x and the result is 25,-that is when A reached St. Loui~ B was at 
the 25th mile-stone. A. S. FISHER, Eureka, Ill. 
, The solution sent by ".Kansas" does not give the result arrived at by the 
, other correspondents, yet we venture to say that they are right, and if Ficklin 
agrees with them, he is right. . 
Probably it will not always 'be practical to publish all solutions sent to this 
department, but due credit will be given to all who furnish valuable matter, 
or send correct results, provided correspondence is directed to the department 
editor. Perhaps it will be well to defer ' the giving of solutions for several 
weeks after question~ have been received, so that all may have time to report. 
RULE FOR COMPUTING SIMPLE INTEREST. 
I . If the given time contain years only, multiply Principal by rate express· 
ed decimally and this product by number of years, if time be more . than one 
year. 
2. If the given time contain parts of a year, reduce to days. 
3. Remove the separatrix 1U given principal two places to the left to show 
interest for one year at one per cent. 
4. Use this formula: 
, Int. at one per centXRateX'Time 
Int. 
Always cancel when possible. 
EXAMPLE.-
Interest of ' 127.65 at 10 per cent for I year, lI .months, 3 days. 
OPERATION.-
1,2765X lOX 693 /I + ---6-~ =,,24.572 3 0 
The reasoning for this rule is easily made plain and it has the advantage of 
some formula for any given time or rate. ' G. W. H . 
OGDEN SCHOOL, CHICAGO, Feb. 23, 1880. 
NOTES AND OUERIES. 
To CORRKSPONDBNTS :-Make queries and answers short as poSSible, and clear. Do not 
write them on the same paper with other matters, but always on separate sUps, and OD but 
one side of the paper. Put but one subject in a query or in an answer. Refer to previous 
queries by number and pal:e. EDITOR OP N . AND Q. COLUMN. 
, NO.9. (p. 112, No. 149). " Infancy, childhood, youth, manhood and age 
are different stages of ,human life." Why not put a comma after manhood I 
The query says that nearly all standard authors insert a comma between ~ach 
'particular [' after e:lch particular except the last' is better; between each is, not 
goo~ English], while nearly all newspapers do otherwise. 
ANS. First, punctuatioll is based on grammar, not on delivery; hence the 
pauses after manho;d and age do not require commas. Second, the commas 
between partieulars indicate the lack of connection between them; and this 
lack of connection continues in tbe series, until the a"d occu:.s between the last 
two }tems:. ~hird, good punctuation is the same in book& and ne:ws~~rs. To' 
give a fuller explanation would require a statement of'the'.fundamental prinei-
les of punctuati~n. DR. WILLARD. 
[To illlstrate how doctors disagree we insert here another answer, which has 
•• ot been handed to Dr. Willard.-EDs. WEEKLY.] 
The authorities on punctuation are uniform in requiring a comma after each 
particular (hardly "between each particular" , as Mr. Campbell puts' it), of a 
series, except the last. The reasons why "nearly all newspapers leave the 
comma out between the last two particulars" are, simply the persistence of 
habit and ignorance of the rule. The writer, in no less than three daily news· 
paper offices, has vainly struggled to get the right practice introduced. In a 
very few careful journals, as the New York Times, the rule is punctually ob-
served. . H .. A. F • . 
, No. 10. What causes the projection of the northern boundary of Miime· " 
sota into the Lake of the Woods, as given in our newer geographies? 
F. G. M., ED. WEEKLY, No. 133, p. 173.-, 
ANS. The northern boundary of Minnesota has a tooth·like projection , 
above the 49th parallel, running into the Lake ,of the Woods. It ,should ap:-
pear on all maps that are on a sufficiently large scale. It is erroneously given 
in some, being either too large or too small. 
When the treaty of 1783 was made between Great Britain and the J1nited 
States, it defined the boundary to the point where Rainy -L'\ke River runs in-
to the Lake of the Woods; it then provided that th~ line should ru"n in the 
Lake to its north· western angle, and from said angle west to the MISSissippi, 
which was the boundary between British and Spanish possessions. 
But when Jay's treaty was made, in 1794, it had become knqwn that a lin'''e 
running west from the specified angle of the Lake of the Woods would never 
reach the Mississippi. It was then agreed that from the north-western angle 
of the Lake a boundary line should be run to the nearest source of the 'Mis-
sissippi, which is what we know as Itasca Lake. It happened that when this 
line was surveyed, it ran almost exactly south. In 1803, the United States 
acquired the territory west of this line up to. the 49th parallel of latitude, so 
that the present state of Minnesota lies on both sides of the line surveyed un· • 
der Jay's treaty .. but does not go quite so far north as the angle of the Lake of-
the Woods. See details in the treaties named.. DR. WILLARD. 
No. II. Who are the rulers of the various countries of Europe? . 
- J. K. M., Chicago. 
ANS. Great Britain, Que~m Victoria. Spain, Alfonso XII. Portugal, 
Louis I, son of Maria da Gloria and Ferdinand of Saxe Coburg; tbu" cousin 
to Queen Victoria. Italy, Humbert I; Greece, Chris'tian' George, called 
George I., so~ of ChrisHan IX., who is King of ,DenmaTk. 'Turkey, Sultan 
Abd·ul-Hamed II. Russia, Czar or Emperor Alexander II., son of Charlotte. 
a sister of William · I ., who is King of Prussia and Emperor of Germany. 
Austro·Hungary, Francis Joseph, Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary. 
Saxony, John 1. Bavaria, Louis II. Wertemberg, Charles I. Belgium', Leo· 
pold II., whose father, Leopold 1., was brother of Victoria's mother. Holland, 
William III. Sweden, O.car Frederick, grandson of the French Marshal 
Bernadotte. 
. These are all the ' crowned.heads of Europe. In France, Franco~s' Paul , 
Jules Grevy is President. Hesse Darmstadt, Louis IV., Grand Duke. Hesse 
Cassel, Frederick 'William I.; Elector, the only prince reta:ining this OIice hon-
ored title. Baden, Frederick William Louis, Grand Duke. Meclqenburg-
Schwerin, Frederick Francis II., Duke. Meck\enburg Strelitz, Fredei'ick 
William 1., DlJke: There are several dethroned Bourbons of Naples, Parma., 
etc., as well as "Henry V.," Count of Chambord, grandson of Charles X., and 
claimant of the tlu')ne of France. DR. WILI;.\RD. 
,: No. 12. Motley, in his Rue of the Dutcl Republic, Vol.I., p.I06, callsP'bii. 
ip II., King of Spain, "the titular King of England, France, and Jerusalem.' l 
This is under date of 1'i5S. How could he claim those titles? 
" M. C. G. <1Jbicago; 
ANS. His gr<;at grandfather, Ferdinand of Aragon, husband of Q.aeeu ' 
Isabe.!la, obtained the Kingdom of Naples; and ~om ·the days'of the rreat 
.Emperor Frederick II., "the Wonder o'f the Wotld,'! the title 'of. King,ot: Je-
rusalem went with that of King of Naples. By Philip's marriage with MaiV 
Tudor, Queen of England, he became titular, King of England; and as the ' 
Kings of England claimed to) be Kings of France as well, (rom. Henry V. to 
George III., Philip bore the latter title B.Jso. DR.. '\MILLAR.D. 
'-Though always'excellent, the WEEKIIVlstill improves. May subscribers -
multiply to your heart's content.-La (Jr()ss~, Wis"J , 
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THE STATES. 
- IOwA.-The late publication of tlie RegulatIons and Courses of Study of the 
McGregor public schools is a pamphlet worthy of study by school supenn-
tendents. One original feature is the publication of the college degrees held 
by the superintendent and teachers, and the institutions where they obtained 
their professional education . 
The next quarterly session of the Grundy County Teachers' Association 
meets in Grundy Center on Sa:turday, March 20, in the afternoon a~d evening. 
An interesting meeting is expected. 
Prof. Tyndal Palmer, principal of Grundy Center schools, will hold "read-
ings" in different parts of the state during the spring and summer vacations. 
Prof. W. H. Norton, of Cornell College, has a long and carefully written 
sketch of the geological features and history of Linn county, in the last num-
ber of the Cedar Rapids R~u"lican. Prof. Norton concludes that there is a 
deposit of bituminous shale wi\h coal underlying the Hamilton strata in the 
northwestern part of the county, but not in sufficient quantity to be of any 
. practical utility, and also that the beds of ;LeClaire limestone are identical 
with the limestone at Port Byron, Le Claire, and Springfield, Ohio, from 
;hich is manufactured such superior qualities of lime. 
" This is a bit of state news: "Graham school district in Johnson county is 
getting to be a lively locality. Recently a fourteen-year-old girl thrashe<;l her 
teacher, her brother gave him another beating, got fined and bound over to 
keep the peace, and subsequently a couple of male pupils had a lively row in 
the school room. 
"Iowa has twenty-four institutions of learning which go under the name of 
college or university, not including the , state institutions, except the State 
, University and the Agricultural College. If the number could becon~olidated 
into about fout good institutions they would -be of more benefit." 
"in Iowa there are ninety-four lakes, and it is estimated that they cover 
about 62,~ acres of land. As the state settles up some of t1t.ese lakes dry 
up rapidly. As the law now stands the land will revert to the 'general gov-
ernment, but a movement is on foot to vest the title in the state." 
, The full course of instruction at the college for the blind requires about 
, seven ,years for its completion. During the last year, geometry, mental phi-, 
losophy,geology, and English literature are completed. Music is taught, and 
· ne~rly every pupil in the institution receives instruction on one or more in' 
struments. 
The course of free lectures to the students of Albion Seminary is proving a 
rare treat to all. ·Rev. B. C. CorY, of State Center, delivered the first one. 
His subject was "Relics from the Forests of History and Nature." It IS 
spoken of as "beautiful in imagery, logical in thought, and eloquent m utter-
ance." Rev. J. C. W. CO,xe lectured Feb. 10, on "Qualities that win," and 
Rev. F. M. Robertson, later in the month, on "The Chariot Race." 
CAUFOll.N1A.-Teache~' salaries in San Francisco range as follows: High 
'Schools, per month: one at $112.50; fOllr at $135, dne at $145, three at 
$157.50, four at $ISo, two at $283.33; 'Grammar schools: one at ,$67; one 
at $69; one at $70; one at $72; one at $73; one at $75; one a~ $80; one at 
$82; one at $90; one at $92; one at $180; one at 202.5°; Primary schools: 
oneat$51 ; oneat$54; oneat$5R;-oneat$63; oneat$go; oneat$II2,50 ; . 
' one at $135; Special teachers : one at $46.50; one at $67.50; on~ at $81; 
one at $90; one at $112.50; two at $135. . 
The following plan of appointing teachers in San Francisco seems fair and 
methodical notwithstanding the recent difficulties in the matter of candidates' 
, I ' 
obtaining the questions in advance of the examination: 
There are 40,293 children enrolled in the San Francisco schools; the av-
erage attendance is only 27,683. The method of appointing teacliers has been' 
changed. . The names and percentage of capacity of State Normal , School 
, graduates are to be' kept in the first of two registers, together with the name. 
• and details of work of experienced teachers. In the second register will be 
kept the names and residences of applicants who .have successfully passed the 
,necessary examinatioD for teachers' certificates; and ' also the percentage ob-
tained on examination. Vacancies in high and· grammar schools are to be 
• filled by those teachers whoSe/percentageS' are highe~t in Register:·No. I; v~! 
cim,cies in tqe . primary grad~ will be filled by those having the highest per-
centages in Register NO.2. All names will thereafter be J;eff.rred.to a SchOOl 
Board Commirtee, who will report. upon the moral character of the ca~didates. 
_These teachers appOinted-wilL hold their pOSitions for six months, and at the 
~nd of this period will be elected pe.rmanently lipan presentation of a certifi-
' we of SUCCCliS from the principal of the schooL 
I • • 
, . , 
MINNESoTA.-:-The. school board at' Winona has adopted a' rule that "tliere . 
shall be a recess of fifteen minutes duration in ·each of the daily sessions, and-
no pupil shall be 'deprived of said recess ,pr any portion of it." 
At Winona, on recommendation of Supt. Phelps, it has been decided that 
examinations sball be held in the public schools at the close of the present 
term, "that the schools may be examined in their respective rooms; that two 
days be set apart for the examinations and that the people be invited by public 
advertisement to attend them at their convenience, ushers being provided in 
the ' several buildings to wait upon visito~s and escort them to such rooms as 
they may desire to visit." 
OHIo.-Prof. H. A. Ford has left the editorial chair upon the Cleveiand 
L~adl!1', which he bas bccupied most of the time 'for the last fourteen months, to 
accept less taskmg'and more profitable literary work with a publishing house 
in that city. _ 
The recent promotions to the Cleveland high schools number 258. The I 
employment of two more teachers i,n the Central High School tbus became 
necessary; and Prof. Juhn B. Coit, late assistant in the Observatory at the 
. University 'of Michigan, and Miss Louise Benton, of the city, were elected to 
the places. 
Celebrations of Washingtoll's and Longfellow's birthday anniversaries were 
quite general in the graded scho~ls of the st",te thi~ year. The ohservance of . 
the latter has sprung into a sudden and remarkable popularity in Buckeyedom. 
At the Ohio Wesleyan UniverSIty, Delaware, the usual burlesque proce. sion 
of the students was this year prohibited by the Faculty. ' 
Education reform occupies, as of old, a full share of attention in the State 
Legislature. Measures for county superintendency and securing cheap and 
uniform text books throughout the state have . again been introduced. A till 
making .compulsory the military drill at the State Unive~it~, now optioila~ 
with, the students, is also'up, an~ a singular, but. perhaps Justifiable measure 
prohibiting boards of edtication from employing any. teacher more nearly re-
lated to apy member of such board than second c.ousin. ':-. bill to provide for 
the election of school officers in May evokes much oppOSItion, and the Board 
of Education in Zanesville has unar.imously requested the Representative from 
that district to,oppose it. The Legislature is also besought by an influential 
delegation of Cincinnatians to provide some means of reform in the school 
system of that city. 
The school authorities in Cleveland are moving for the enforcement of the 
law prohibiting the employment of children under fourteen years of age during 
school hours, unless such children are compelled to work by poverty. Be 
tween twenty and thirty cases are being prosecuted by the Clerk of the Board 
of Education. 
. Spelling reform makes progress in Ohio. The late meeting of the North-
western Ohio Teachers' J\ssociation had a printed "program" before it, and 
the Coll~g~ TYa1lSCript, published at the Ohio Wesleyan University, adopt3 
"markt," "hav," "helthy," "shal," and the like. 
The Ross County Teachers' Institute will meet in Chillicothe du~ng the 
third and fourth weeks of August, Mr. and Mrs. H. ~. Ford .of Cleveland and 
Supt. Wm. 'Richardsan, of Chillicothe. have been engaged as instructors. 
A free kindergarten, with volunteer teac;hers, was to open about the first of 
March in the old Spencer House, Cincinnati, under the auspices of a number 
of ladies of that city. 
WISCONSIN.-Th~ Smtinel gives the following account of a recent monthly 
meeting of the managers of the Milwaukee Industrial School for ' Girls:-
The meeting was called to order by the President, Mrs. Wm. P. Lynde, 
twelve members being present. The Treasurer's report showed the receipts 
to be $156.23, and the expenses $637.66; cash on hand $124.°5. The report 
of the Executive Committee was mostly in relation to tbe application to the 
Legislature fo~ an appropriation for building purposes and improvements, be · 
ssdes some internal arrangements in regard to domestic work. The Childre!l's 
Committee reported having received six, and dismissed three, leaving ~eventy­
five children in the school at the close of January. Tbe School Co~mittee 
reported all in thidr department satisfactory, or improving. The Cummittee 
on Work reported a fair amount of work done, but asked for work in the cus-
tom department, as there is but little now on hand, ' The report of tbe Collect-
ing Committee gave the names of donors to the funds during 1879. The com-
m!ttee who went to Madison reported encouraging indic.1tions in regard to 
appropriation for the, buildings and improvements needed, though probably 
not as large a sum as was asked for would be secured. Mrs. Rockwell, the 
Superintendent, reported,' verbally, the school to be in a good condition, num-
bers, constantly increasing, chIldren all well, and at her invitation the Board 
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adjourned to the school-room, to inspect the inmates, at the close of the les-
sion 
The new library and chapel at Ihe State University has received the name 
of Assembly Hall in common parlance and a local writer has the following in 
The State JoumaJ; Dr. Lathrop, for whom I: e proposes to name the halJ, 
was the first chancellor : 
"Lathrop Hall" would be a name endeared by the kindest associations to 
all our older alumni and mort: venerable citi zens, and recommended by tra-
dition to those whose memories are more brief. It would afford a plea'"smg 
departure from the vulgar iiystem of nomenclature which has profaned, within 
a few years past, this, our principal seat of , learning, which has given us in 
"Ladies' Hall" and "Science Hall," pretentious, unscholarly, and ill bred 
titles, worthy of the prospectus of "The Neophogen Male al)d Female ColJege" 
which has amused the wits for ;ome seasons past, and which in good faith of-
fers the degree of "Bachelor or Maid of Fine Arts," to such as complete its 
academic studies "AND IN WAX." I tru~t tbe gentlemen of the Board of Re-
gents wilJ think well of what would so much gratify many of the warmest and 
most staple friends of the University, and will forgive the suggestions of a very 
humble person. It is hard to refrain from suggestion where the interests and 
feelings are engaged. "Ubi dolor, ibi digitus." 
Though EURIPIDES reminds us that "Zeus hates busy-bodies and those who 
do too much," yet the affection he bears to our University and our City, ' 
m,ust be the excuse of your most humble servant. MR. TOWN, JR. 
MADISON, Feb. 13, 1880. 
Here is a man with an eye for the main chance surely : 
Tlu SU1Z 'has information that if the normal school is located here, a num-
ber of tt:ach-rs throughout the state will come here and take another course 
of instructiun. There, don't talk to us abuut any more deaf and dumb asy-
lums, butg ivt! tIS the normal schoo\. We could nevt!r take a deaf and dumb 
girl out riding on the Whitefish Bay road, and have to do all the talking. It 
IS the husine,', of tht! normal school to turn out teachers for this world and 
angels for the next.-Puk's Sun. 
SPRING INSTITUTEs.-The following teachers' institutes will be conducted 
this spring under the auspices of the Departm~nt 01 Public Instruction: 
County. Place . Time.. Duration. 
B,!!, ROBERT GRAHAM. 
Clark. Unity. March '5. I week. 
Fond duLac. Fond du Lac. March 22. 2 weeks. 
Waushara. Pint! River. April 5. 2 weeks. 
BY ALBERT SALISBURY. 
Portage. Plov<r. March 15. weeks. 
Jefferson. Fort Alkinson. March 29. I week. 
Rock (1st dist) Evansville April 5, 2 weeks. 
BY JES?E B. THAYER. 
Barron. Barron. Ma'rch 8. 2 weeks. 
St. Croix. Hammond. March 22. 2 weeks. 
. Chippewa. Chippewa Falls ' April 5. 1 week . 
BY A. J. HUTTON 
Columbia. Portage. March 22. I week. 
Monroe Sparta. March 29. 2 weeks . 
Richland. Richland Center. April 12. 2 weeks. 
ILLINOIS.-Mrs. P. R Wilhelm, Feb: 16, took tbe pi ace in Sterling Third 
Ward ~chool ; left vacant by the resignation of Mrs. Smith patterson. 
Some of the schools of Cairo had exercises Feb. 20 in honor of Washington. 
One of the grammar schools combined with the anniversary exercises an ex-
hibition of the' pupils' proficiency in phon~graphy. 
The Forreston mother who claimed $3,000 ' damages from the teacher for 
punishing her girl found little ~omfort in the circuit. court of that district. 
The case was tried at Or~gon, and the jury brought in a verdict of ~o cause 
for action. 
The winter schools of.Macon county are evidently bearing a large crop of 
incipfent pedagogues. At the superintendents monthly examination Feb. 21, 
sixty.nine applicants presented themselves. Most of these had never ·.laught. 
Auburn schools celebrated Washington's birthday by giving an entertain-
ment in the' town hall on the evening or' Feb. 21. Springfield ' papen; give 
great credit to Prof. Low,de~i1k. . .. 
Elmwood school ; gave a hterary and chemical entertamment, Thursday 
evening. Feb. 26. The literary exercises were a contest between two divisions 
oflhe High School in Decla~ation. Essay, and Debate. The affirmative was 
. vict(uious on the to,pic, Resolved: "That hops are the m9st chaste moral and 
social amusement.'" The chemical essays were oh "Water," "0xygen," and 
"HyMogen." Expenments illustrating these essays were given by the pupils ' 
under the di~ection of Prof. Crow. 
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W'. H. Smith, County Superintepdent of McLean, read t~ a large audienc~ 
at Peoria, Feb. 27. A large number came in from neighboring towns to at-
tend the reading. 
We lfe sorry to announce the death of President Tressler, of Carthage Col-
lege. He was making his mark as an educator . 
. The Danville school board have changed the teachers' nieeting from Sat_ 
urday to a half day of teaching time once a month. The attendance will not 
be so poor now as it was bef()re, for the salary for that half day depends on -
attendanc,e. The pupils will enjoy the change immensely. 
Danville is agitated over the prospect of all the teachers being required to 
pass an examination 'by the board before the opening of schools for next year. 
Peoria is having a small fight over text-books. This is not an advertisement 
tq br;ng more book agents on the scene. 
'Gibson City has secured the services of Prof. S. S. Hamill to give a sc!'ries 
C)f lessons in elocution to a class of fifty students. Mr. Wetzell, principal of 
schools of that city, has been conducting a private class in elocution, consIst-
ing of his pupils; and UClW boasts of some of the best readers in the c6untry. 
The last meeting of the Teachers' Association of Ford Co. was well attend· 
ed, and was quite interesting. This association was organized last October, 
and has hel<!, meetings regularly ever since. The following is the proj!'ram ' 
for next meeting, March 6. Word Analysis, by W.~. Wetzell; Sentence' 
AnalYSIS. by Mrs. C. v,. Jayne; Geography, and How to Teach it, by K-
Clinebell; Essay, by ,Prof. C. M. Taylor, of Paxton Collegiate Institute; Pen· 
manship, by T. E. Cox; Pronunciation and Diacritical Miuks, by William 
McKeever; and a question box, conducted by B. F. Holder. 
. . . 
MICHIGAN.-Prof. H. N. French, of .the Marshall schools, has accepted a 
call from the Kalamazoo school board, to take the Superintendency of the 
Kalamazoo schools. Prof. French has a very enviable reputation as an or· 
ganizer, and will be able to hold the Kalamazoo schools up to the high stand-
ard erected by former superintendents. . 
'Spring Arbor is to have a new semlUary. LJuilJill,. to l,~ LJutl( oi brick, three 
stories high, and capacity for 300 students. Over $3l000 has been ,contributed, 
besides team labor to haul all the material, and 132 days of hand labor. 
• Geo. A. Parker, principal of the Port Sanilac schools, enrolled 132 pupils 
during the month 'of January and is doing sterling work. 
The diphtheria has abated sufficiently to permit the East Saginaw _schools to 
be reopened March I. 
'. Miss Cora Stout, St. John's, is showing herself possessed of good ability as 
a teacher of elocution. The Ovid .Regist~r speaks in very flattering terms of . 
her success. 
The following statistics in regard to the State Normal School appe;u- in the 
repo.t of the Superintendent of Education: State Normal School, Ypsilanti, 
the Rev. Joseph Estabrook, A. M., principal, organized in 1852, has 1210-
structors, 543 students; graduated last commencement, 86; whole number of 
graduates, 787; value of buildings, and grounds, $85,000; amount of pro, 
ductive funds, $68,966; number of v,)lumes in library, 2,373; amount of leg-
islative approprialion,$3I,473; annual cost of tuitton.per student, $10 ; average ' 
price of board per week, $2.75. 
The total cost per capita for education in SOUle of the leading graded sc~ools 
of the state IS as follows: Adrian, $13.41; Ann Arbor, $16.07; Battle Creek, 
$14.17; Bay City, '13·90; Detroit, $16.11; East Saginaw, $16.14; ..Flint, 
$14.36; Grand Rapids, ,14.87; Lansing, $14.43 i Saginaw City, $13.01; 
Ypsilanti, $14.65. As regard~ the average number of pupils in ,attendance, 
Ann Arbor, with 1,355, stands sixth. In the number of'teac!:lers employ,ed it 
holds the same rank. The average number of pupils to each teacher is "J 'in ' -
the, s'chools there, and 40 in Ypsilanti. , '.. ' 
lowA.-Pres. Welch gives some valuable items concerning the State Aerlcul. 
tural College. The law of Congress declares that the final purpose of the in-
stitution shall be to furnish "a liberal and practical education to the industrial' 
classes in the pursuits 'l1JId professions of life." He says: 
"The: .\iricultural Coliege haa 165 graduates, ~o of whom ; ~e ladies, 115 
youl)g men. Of, these last 23 are farmers, 10 pr<>fesfors and leat;hen or agri-
culture in Agricultural Colleges, I an inventor of farm machinery, ~,veteI'in&l')' , 
physicians, 13 engineers antI mechanics, 12 business men, 19 teachers. in 
geperal principals of graded schools, 4 editors, 6 physicians, I druggist, 2 min-
isters, 19 lawyers, 2 unknown. ' 
"Of under graduates about 1,000 have attended the institution since its 
.opening, and these have mostly gone back to the farms with character ~d - : 
habits of laoor more or less influenced by the instrnctioll received .t the col-
lege." -. 
J' 
~ WORK 'FOR FRIDA Y AF7ERNIJONS. 
What Can b~ Don~ with a Tw~lve·Dollar Microsrope.-IV. 
PROF: S. CALVIN, Iowa State U~iversity. 
A VISIT to any pond or sluggish stream will enable us to provide ma-terial for another lesson with the microscope. Take an ax along and 
cIlop through the ice if that be necessary; the object is to collect a quantity 
of the plants and mud that may still be found in collectible&hape even though 
covered with ice. A small quantity will be sufficient. Put the collection in 
a wide·mouthed bottle with a little water, and carry home for study at the first 
convenient leisure. Unless we are experienced collectors we will find more 
in ,that little bottle than were ever "dreamed of in our philosophy" and, 
whether experienced or not, there will be vastly more than can be profi:ably 
examined or exhibited in a single afternoon. There will be fresh ,water 
shrimps with backs arched like the rainbow, darting abo~t from one place of 
concealment to another; the oddest kind of big.headed fellows, with slender 
bodies, a t:j.il ornamented with four plumose bristles, and a single eye in the 
middle line of the head, will be found moving themselves about in a very un· 
certain, jerky manner; and then there will be queer little creatures that seem 
to be thoroughly Impressed with the idea that the whole end of existence is 
to kick aWllY for dear life with, what seems to be, a single foot lying between 
two beautiful, trasparent plates that cover tbe sides ot the body like the shells 
of a clam. But, interesting as these Objects are, they are not the ones we 
want just yet. If we continue to combine biologi.:al instruction w'ith enter-
, tainment, it wTlI be.more profitable to give attention to a multitude of moving 
creatures, smaller and simpler than the minute crustacea just noticed. If tbe 
bottle be allowed to stand for a few days in a moderately warm' room until the 
plants begin to'dec'ompose, the lowly creatures w.e are looking for will be all 
the more abundant. They will make their appearance under a great v,ariety 
_ of forms; but one type, large, easily studied and sure to be present, may be 
selected as the representative of the entire group. It is more or less cylindri. 
.cal in shape, with ends nelltly rounded off. One side of the body for about 
half the length is flattened or even concave, and the flattened area manifests 
a' decidedly spiral twist. The creature progresses with a very deliberate, 
graceful, gliding movement, all the wbile revolving slowly on its longitudinal 
axis. Unless when backing out of some little corner, it moves with the spiral 
end foremost. It is called Para11l~citt'"l, and is one of the prettiest as well as ' 
one of the largest of the animalculae. We must try to corner one and study it 
carefully. The body is transparent and delicately tinged with yellow. A 
great.many granular specks, sprinkled am:mg' a number of larger spots of vary· 
ing shape and color, may be seen in its interior. If we watch the spots 
closely we will soon discover thllt two of them are remarkable for the fact 
that they appear and disappear with great regularity. These are the con-
tractil~ vomoles, organs of no small importance in all the animalculae. It is 
true that most of these organisms have but one vacuole, but creatures of the 
dignity and standing of Paramecia must have something'to distinguish them 
from the common herd, and as they have two, Ehrenberg and others supposed 
for , a long time that the vacuoles were, in some way, connected with reproduc. 
tion, but it is now quite certain that they are respiratory organs. Each vacuole 
is, a rounQ, clear, well-defined space, filled only With a watery fluid. The 
-:alls collapse apparently, ~t regular intervals'so as to blot out the little' spot 
completely for an instant, and then expand again until the vacuole attains its 
full dimensions. A beautiful system of radiating canals often puts in an ap-
'pearance, as it by magic, just at the moment of collapse, and convert~ the dis. 
app!=aring vacuole into the center of a many·raye I star. The canals vanish 
again as silently and m1steri~usly as they, came, ,whlIe the vacuqle expands. 
Let us now prepare another slide, but before putting on the cover we must 
mix a litt~e indigo with water and add a small drop to the' cell in which tbe 
Parame,cia are to b~ examined. The minute grains of indigo will be of ad-
vantage in two qifferent ways. In the first place, by making the currents of 
water more easily observed, they will allow us to see very clearly the action of 
the cilia with which the whole body is c~lVered. We will see also tbat, when 
" .tlle-aqimal,i.s.'at"rest, the cqrrents created by certain cilia a~1 tend to~rd a 
point- in t)1e flattened, spiraL area near the middle-of the body. Just ~t that 
_point; if we have proper facilities for observation, we' will find the permanent 
mouth, and the object, for which the currents we have been observing were 
created, is to bring food within reach of delicate, lashing hairs that stand ready 
to force it hito the mo~th and down the short gulll<t. The second advantage 
afforded by, the indigo has become apparent by this t!me. ' Mi~ute grains of it 
are foreed dowl!- the tiny throat, and, after being formed into pellets, are 
VIJSbe4 OD hl~O- tPc jJl~crior Qf ~be podr. OlJr Paramecium r",!ber §e(:ms ' ~o 
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like a diet of indigo, for pellet after pell~t of it takes up its course along whaf-
may be regarded as the alimentary tract, until the whole course through which 
the food passes becomes filled with dark blue specks, and even then the little 
fellow reaches out for more. The couise taken by the food can now be ' fol- _ 
lowed without difficulty, and it will also be easy to make out the fact that there 
is no real alimentary can'a!. The speck> of indigo are made, simply, to traverse, . 
in a more or less definite li"e, the soft protoplasm occupying all the interior 
of the body. Indeed, the whole creature is nothing but a little lump of pro , 
toplasm with a denser pellicle on the outside. Yeu will soon see that, alto · 
gether, it is equivalent to jpst one cell, and that its vacuoles, mouth, cilia, and 
other organs, that create the impressIOn of complexity of organization, are only' 
so many modifications imposed upon the simple organic unit. 
Among the multitude of Paramecia with which the field of the microscope 
is often crowded you Will hardly fail to notice some that are deeply constricted' 
at the middle, something like the figure 8, This is one of the stages in the 
ordinary process of reproductiol!, and patient watching will be rewarded by 
having that perpetual miracle of creation-the production of a new individua} 
-performed before our eyes. The constriction will be s~en to deepen more 
and more until finally the parts separate, and what was one animal becomes 
two. In Torula, if you remember, we had beautiful illustrations of how new 
individuals are produced by budding. We have just witnessed in Paramecium 
another method, namely, reproduction by division or fission . Observe; how· 
ever, that bothmethods con~ist in making the new individual form a. portion 
of living protoplasm detached from another and are not essentially different 
after all. 
AnotLer method of reproduction, which, in its beginnings at least, is the 
very opposite of fi.sion, is common .among these low organisms. You wiil be 
certain to find numbers of Parameci:j. yoked together in pairs. Two individuals, 
in consequence of'some real affinity, become attached to each other in the most 
' literal sense of the term . . ' Tneir destinies are completely united from that time 
on, and leUt be said ' t~ their credit tlij1t the 101lger they remain together the 
more completely do they become absorbed one in the other. Indeed, the two 
animals are soon perfectly fused and blended into one, and then activity ceases 
and the protoplasm in the interior dvides up into a great many little particles 
which develop into spherical bodies each with vacuole and cilia and othe~ 
organs needed for indepenaent existence. Then by the breakmg of the ex-
ternal sack the little spheres are liberated, and, propelled by their self-acting 
oars, they start off gaily to encounter whatever of incident or accident is likely 
to fall within the experience of a young Paramecium. This method of repro. - • 
duction i~ c;alled conjugatiolt and is most easily ob.erved in the smaller Kol-
poda and slipper_like Paramecium th'lt may be pro.:ured at any time by simply 
steeping a little hay in water for a few days. 
In one of the jars before me, the contents of which were fished Ollt from 
under the ice about two weeks ago, the water is fairly ,milky with swarming ~ 
infusoria. The large Paramecium is most abundant, but it_has to contest ~ts 
right of possess' on with many other creatures, some of which are larger and 
many smaller than itself. One of the larger forms is a perfect mammoth among 
animalcules. It assumes a great variety of shapes, but in one of its character-
istic attitudes it resembles a trumpet,' and hence the name, Stmtor, by which , 
it is known to micfOscopists. It is usually present among decaying weeds and 
leaves taken from' ponds or slow streams, and although it never occurs in such 
multitudes of Paramecium, yet a little patient search in the right places is 
sure to find it. Wben once found it will be an object of rare interest to the 
owner of our small microscope. He will see, without 'difficulty, the great , 
cavernous mouth at the origin of a curious spi~al beset with cilia. The cilia, 
themselve~, strong and activl', and in their constant lashings producing the 
illusive appearance of a revolving wheel, will be plainly visible. The beaded 
alimentary tract and other essential apparatus ~ill be seen in the interior, 
while dark stripes or strire will be found extending longitudinally along th~ 
external surface of the body. The dark surface strire are supposed to be areas 
in which the protopl~sm has acquired, in an unusual degree, the propetty o~ 
contractility and would thus represent the muscular system of higher animals. 
Whether this be true or not, tt is certain that Stentor possesses wonderful 
powe,rs of expansion and coitraction, and yet it has nothlDg that could be 
('alled muscles. The whole animal, reme,mber, is a single cell or its equiva. 
lent, and all its organs are modified directly from simple protoplasm; the 
smallest muscle imaginable consists of an indefinite number of modified cells 
each one of which is structurally equivalent to the whole of Stentor. Neither 
can Stentor Qr Paramecium have anything that would rank a, nerves, and 
yet 1)oth animals manifest undoubted sensibility. As we study these low "rea' 
~ures !be fact ~comes apparellt-~tld ~e 'Hore ~pr~entl the ~ore 'f<!nderf!}l 
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it seems-that we are dealing with organisms that have few real organs, that 
have irritability without either nerves or muscles, that carryon digestion, as-
similation, respiration, reproduction, secretion, excretion, and all without any 
special apparatus for either function, and that have all functi~ns perfo~med by 
simple, or only slightly modified, protoplasm. Such. fa~ts r.alse our eShm,ate of 
the ,properties of protoplasm and lead us to see that 10 Its Simplest form It has 
power to carry on all vital processes. 
THE HOME. 
A ,CHILD'S FANCIES. ' 
BY MRS. L. C. WHITON. 
I think that this world was finished at night, 
Or the stars would not have been made; 
F lIr they wouldn't have thought of having the light 
If they hadn't first seen the shade. 
And then, ag in, I alter my mind, 
And think perhaps it was day, 
And the starry night was only designed 
For a little girl tired of play. 
And I think that an angel, when nobody knew, 
With a window pushed up very high, 
Let some of the seeds of the flowers fall through, 
From the gardens they have in the sky. 
For they couldn't think here of lilies so white, 
And such beautiful roses, I know; 
But I wonder, when falling from such a height, 
The dear little seeds should grow! 
And then , when the face of the angel was turned, 
I think that the birds flew by, • 
And are singing to us the songs they learned 
On the opposite side of Ihe sky. 
And a rainbow must be the shining below 
Of a pla.-:e in Heaven's floor that i~ thin, 
Right close to the door where the .chll<;lren go, 
When the dear Lord lets them in. 
And I think that the clouds that float in the skies 
Are the curt"ins that they drop .down, 
For fear when we look we would dazzle our eyes, 
As they each of them put on their crown . . 
. 
I do not know why the water was sent, 
Unless, perhaps, it might be 
God wanted us all to know what it meant 
When we read of the "Jasper Sea." 
-Wide Awake. 
A REMEMBERED TEACHER. 
BY WILLIAM C. WILKINSON. 
I see bim now, importunate, eager, bold 
To push for truth, as most to push for gold; 
Young then, with ,youth's fine scorn?f consequence 
He weigbed no whither, so he knew hiS whence-
Asked only, but asked hard,Js.luLiac.t1 , 
That point well sure, deemed then he nothmg lacked. 
Truth was from God, she could not lead astray. 
Feules~ly glad he walked in Truth's highway; 
Who joined him there, had fellow stoFt to cheer; 
Who crossed, met foe behooved his ·weal to fear; 
His quick keen, urgent, sinewy, certain thrus~ 
Well kne~ those knights who felt it in the joust. 
Ideal Cr.ristian teacher, master, m.an, 
Severely sweet, a gracious Puritan, 
Beyond mv praise to-day, beyond their blame, 
He 5purs me yet with his remembered name! 
.' , -Scribner f or Februarv. 
-A wonderful thing is a seed, 
The one thing deathless forever! 
THe one thing changeless, -utterly true,-
Foreve~ old and forever new, 
And fickle and faithless never. 
Plant blf'ssings, and blessings will bloom; 
Plant hate, and hate will grow; 
yOu can sow to-day,-to-morrow shill bring 
The blossom that proves what sort of a th,i1!j 
.Is the §(:c!'d, the seed tbllt you sow I 
LONGITUDE ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY. 
AMONG seaman in general, there are two meridians ofspecia ' . interest. One is the line of longitude which passes through 
Greenwich; and thiS is called Longitude Naught. The,other of 
these two meridians might be termed Longitude Naughty ; be-
cause it often confuses the ideas of the passengers who now cross 
the Pacific Ocean from California ~o China, Japan, and Australia. 
Now, if an y young readers have not studied the subject oflon-
gitude, they will find it profitable and interesting to do so, and 
find out about this thing. Longitude is defined by imaginary 
lilies, called meridians,drawn lengthwise oyet,the earth's surfa(l~ 
and meeting at its pole~, thus dividing the surface of the globe 
into three hundred and sixty parts, or degrees, of longitude~ 
Of course, "lny one of these meridians might have been taken 
as the point to start from in ~alculating longitudes; bur, since 
the English, as a people, held the highest position in astronomy, . ' 
navigation, and chart making, they naturally chose to represent 
the first merididn as drawn through their royal observatory at 
Greenwich, and 'it is now generally recognized as the first meri: 
dian; so that, as was implied in the' beginning of this article,. 
all longitude is praCtically reckoned east or west of Greenwich. 
Now, as the longitude is reckoned from the meridian of' Green-
wich, so the hours of time may be said ,to begin again 'at the me-
ridian of 180°, which is exactly opposite" on the other side of 
the globe. 
Longitude is calculated by time, and in this way : When a , 
navigator wishes to know the longitude his ship is in, he 'finds 
(by observation of the sun or 'other heavenly bodies) the true 
time of day at the ship. He then compares this with the time at , 
Greenwich, shown by his chronometer, and thus he gets his ro~- - ~ 
gitude in time, that IS, in hours, minutes, al,d seconds, which 
he turns. into degrees of longitude by multiplying by fifteen ,; for~ 
as each of the earth's 360 meridians of longituqe is roBed di-
rectly under the sun Ollce in every 'twenty-four hours, then 360 ~ 
degrees of longitude must be equal to twenty-four hours of time, 
or fifteen degr~es of longitude to one hour of time. 
There is no such thing as 24 o'clock, for we recken twelve 
hours before noon, and twelve hours after noon; and so, also, 
there is no 360th degree of longitude, but 180° east and 180° 
west, making together 360 d~grees. , 
Now, the apparent noon, or twelve o'clock apparent t~me at 
any given place, is the time when the earth, ' by her rotary mo-
tion from west to east, rolls the meridian of that given place di-
rectly under the sun, and therefore the meridian of Greenwich 
. comes unde,r the sun one hour sooner than the meridian of 150' 
west. So, when it is twelve o'clock, or noon, at' Greenwich or " 
any dthe! place qn the meridian of longitude naught (for aU . 
places in the same longitude have the same time, no matter. 'what ' , 
their latiturle may be), it will be eleven o'clock forenoon ' at aU ' 
places in longitude ISO west, consequently, enly ten o'c1o~k 
forenoon in 19n9itude 30° west, 9 o'clock forenoon in lbngjt~d~ 
45° west,' and so on, counting baak' one hour of time for ever:y , ' 
fifteen degrees of, longitude. Thus w!! find ·that, when we-get ' 
across the Western Hemis-:rhere to lo~gitude '180°, we are' twelve 
,hours behind the . time at Greenwich; or, when it is noon on 
January 1St at Greenwich, it is 'mi dnight, or just the conunence-_' ~ 
nient of January 1St, at the , longitude of 18Q'0. But, for the ~' 
s~me reason1 bylhe rotation of the eilrth from west t~ east, an~ : 
plaae in IS° east longituqe will come under the sun one hour be- .'~ 
fore Greenwich; or, it will be on'e e'clock' in t he afternoon at . 
t~ose places when it is only noon at GreenwiCh, and lie,' Gount~~ " ' 
'~ 
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ing across the Eastern Hemisphere, one hour ahead of Green-
wich for every fifteen degrees of longitude, we corne to the lon-
gitude of 180°, twelve hours ahead of Greenwich time. 
Now, on January 1st, it is midnight, or the end of Janu-
ary. '1st, say, for instance, one inch on the wut side of 
meridian ·1800. But we have just seen th.at, at that very 
same time (that is, ~oon, January 1st, at Greenwich), it is only 
the beginning of January 1st at" say, one inch on the east side 
of meridian 180°; so that there is twenty-four hours, or one 
whole day, difference in time between two persons supposed to 
be standing, one immediatdy on the east side, the other imme-
. diately on the west sirle of 180°; and so, while it is noon of 
January 1st with the one at the east, it would be wjthin a few 
minutes of noon, January 2d, with the one at tne west. There-
fore, by stepping across the meridian, the day of the week and 
the date would be changed. The one who stepped from east to 
west .would lose a day, and the other, stepping from west to east, 
would have two successiye days of the same nanie and date, and 
. so would gain a day. . 
But we have here used the words East and West as you use 
them every day, that is, as directions according to the points of 
the compass, and you must remember that if we . reckon in that 
way at the meridian itself, then the Wutern Hl'misphere lies to 
the East of the line, and the Eastern Hemisphere to the Wut of 
it. For, as the geographies tell us, the Eastern ' Hemisphere ex':-
te'lds Eastfrom Greenwich over Europe , Asia, etc., to meridian 
180°, 'and the Western Hemisphere reaches west from Greenwich 
.' over the Atlantic Ocean, the American Continc:nts, and the Pa· 
cific Ocean, to the same meridian. So, suppose a passenger on 
a steamship from San Francisco to Ch'ina goes below, and ·'turns 
, in" or goes to bed, at n'ine o'clock op the evening of Febliuary 
21st, the ship being then in west iongitude, and, say, thirty 
nautiCa~ miles this side. of th~ meridian of 1,80°, and steaming 
at the rate of ten miles an hour; then, at three mil)utes before 
- midnight, she will have sailed t~enty-nine and a half miles, plac-
, ing her half a mile on the east side of 180°, accorc!ing to the 
, 'Compass, but, of. course, still in wut longitude. As we have seen, 
the tim$ at Greenwich is then twelve hours ahead of the time in 
,the vicinity of 180° wute,:n hemisphere; therefore, as it is Feb-
- ruary 21st near midn'ight at the ship, i~ will be February 22d 
near noon, at Greenwich. 
Now, suppose at this same moment a sailing ship is lying be-
calmed a mile froin the steamer, to the wut according to the 
. compass, but of course in the eastern hemisphere. . The time on 
- board , that sailing ship will be twelve hours a.head of Grunwich, 
, or near .midnight February the twenty-second, thewhole of Feb-
ruary the twenty·second having passed with them '; while on 
" board the'steamship, February the twenty-second is just about to 
. . ~ommence. Now the steamship steams a,c;ross the meridian of 
.. 80~, and in a few minutes is alongside the sailing ship, both 
," I being in the,Eastern Hemisphere. The steamship's time will 
now be the same'as the ship's (for the latter h~ls not moved from 
.. be.r position, being beciLlmed), and that time is the beginning of 
February the twenty-third, so that February the twenty-second 
~ droppe? fr.o~ the C4-lendar' of the people on toe steamer. In 
the morning, our passenger comes on deck, and, being a patriotic 
A;merican, asks: ' . 
'. "Do' you make anY'celebr:,ation of Washin~ton's birthday at 
sea ?!' . 
. "Yes," replies the office~; "when it occurs, we 100id .and fi~e 
the guns, and run the Bag up:" 
'-. 
"Then I suppose you will celebrate it to-day?" -
"No, I think: not," says the officer, "as Washington's birthday. 
comes on the twenty-second, and tlifs happens to be the twenty- ' 
third. " 
"Beg pardon," says the passenger, "but this is the twenty-
second. " 
"It should have been, in the ordinary . course of events, but 
we crossed the line of 180° during the night, and it is now the 
twenty-third," says the officer. , 
Our passenger, not having thought on this subject before, con-
cludes to keep his diary by his own date, and , consequently, 
when he arrives at Yokohama, he finds he has got the wrong day 
of the week and the wrong date. He proceeds to Hong Kong 
and finds there, als€>, that he is a day behind, and, of course, he 
has to ,.h :1 n ge his date, which he should have done when he 
crosseu 180 ' . And should he return to the United States by the 
way of the Pacific qcean, when he crosses 180° he must call .t'~o _ 
successive days by the same name and date. Therefore, It IS 
said, we gain a day coming from China, and lose 'a day going 
there. 
If this is not sufficiently clear to any boys or girls, let them 
place themselves on the west side of a table, put a globe on the 
table in front of them, and light a candle to repr':sent the sun, 
placing it east of the globe. Now, let the~n suppose t~at 
time has not yet begun, and that they are gOing to mark t ' e 
very first day, which may be called Janu.ary the first, _~ear one. 
We are told in the Bible that the evening and the mormng were 
the first day. So if the evening was the first half of the day, 
time must begin at noon. . . ° 
Now, let 'some Qne place the mendla~ of 180 on the globe 
directly opposite the candle, or sun, havmg the North Pole de-
pressed toward the North, and with his right hand on the globe, 
revolve it from him, which is the way . the earth revolves. It 
then will be seen that the Eastern Hemisphere comes under the 
sun first, and as each meridian rolls under the sun, all places on 
that meridian will have thei r first noon, or noon of January the 
first, year cne. Likewise, when the globe has rol'led half way 
round, the meridian of Greenwich will he under the sun, making 
it midnight where we started from , so that a person in, say, lon-
gitud~ 179° 59'_east, will have spent half of his first day . 
Now, as the Western Hemisphere is rolled under the sun, giv-
ing all places there their first noon, it will be found that Whel) 
longitude 179° 59' west comes under the sun, a person living 
there will have his first noon, or noon of January the first, year 
one; but it will now be seen that the earth has only to roll two 
miles more of longitude, which occupies about eight seconds of 
time, to bring olir 1St personage un<!er the sun again, or to give 
him noon for .the second fim'e, which must be January. the sec-
ond, at noon; so that two persons, although within a mile of 
each other, if on different sides of the meridian of 180°, will 
always have a different date and a different day of the week. But 
all this, of course, is so only ~t the meridian of 180° and no ' 
where else. John Keiler, iTl St. Nic~olas for March. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
WllITTEN EXAMINATIONS OF aURAL DlSTIUCT SCHOOLS • 
To th~ Editors o.fth~ Wet~ly.~ , 
I ' 
In compliance with your request I send a few thoughts concerning written . 
examinations of country schools, and my plan of conducting them. City 
schools are usually acknowledged to give superior advantages over ' country · 
schools, but in enumerating the various advantages afforited by the former, it 
is my opinion that due value is not usually given to the frequent written exam-
inations that are required in ,nearly ~ll ~ity or town 'schools. The majority of 
cc..untry schools have no examinations,-either oral or written . Pupils are al-
lowed to bl' their own judges of their attainments, and to decide for themselves 
where they are to commence, whether they shall do any reviewing, what 
length of lessons shall be taken daily, and how much ground shall be covered 
during the term. No test is applied to ascertain the pupil's fitness to advance, 
of the ne~essity of review. The result is,-the pupil's main ambition is to go 
through the book. Where written examinations are practiced, thorough pre-
paratory drills and revie~8 are given, 
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After several years' experience in graded schools where weekly written ex-
aminations were held, and where I became thoroughly satisfied of their bene· 
fit I was elected to the offi;e of County Superintendent of Schools. While 
vi~iting country schools I observed that it ~vas not unus~al to find pupils far 
. in advance, in their book., of their natural attainments, particularly in Arith-
~etic. I have found pupils in difficult work in Higher Arithmetic who could 
not do for me quite simple work in Fractions . . I found that written examina-
tions were seldom, if eVl!r, held in our country schools. I noticed that appli-
cants for CertifiC;;tes who had been educated in city schools almost invariably 
did orderly work, even if they failed to pas; examination, while those from 
country school; frequently put taeir wJrk on paper in such form that I could 
hardly tell .what wa, meant I became convin£ed th.~t written examinations 
would do much toward building up our country schools, and undertook to de~ 
vise a plan. After giving considerable thought to. the question of whether I 
could take upon myself the work of preparing and mailing topics, and mark-
ing manuscripts for so many schools, ana whether such an innovdtion would 
be practical, I decided to try the experiment. I prepared questions i" four 
topics, which I enclosed in four separate envelopes, each sealed, and on the 
envelope was I,rinted the date on which it was to be opened, and the el\amin-
ation held. With the questions I sent circulars giving full Instructions as to 
un,iform paper, margins, method of conducting examinations, etc., and request-
ed tbe manuscript; to be sent to my office where they were .to be filed, ~ub· 
ject to the impection uf any interested. I stated about what ground we 
w{)uld g" over, {or the purpose of having teacher. give a thorou2h preparatory 
drill. The suc.:es; of the experiment far exceed"n my expectations. Eighty 
schools (we have Ill- districts) did the work and sent me the papers. Al-
though it was a new thing, ;nd I expected to encounter opposition from pat-
rons, the opposition was very ~ligbt. 
Most of tbe people here appreciate the work. With the help of a few te·ach-
ers I succeeded in getting the manuscripts marked, and replorted through our 
COijuty papers, which schools and which pupils bad done the best. Last 
win.er I sent a second cin.olar with que;tions on fJur topic; , and stated that 
- the work would be exhibited at the county fair, and must be voiuntary on 
the part of the pupils. I received work from eighty- hree schools and .placed 
it on exhibition at the county fair last fall. 
Our exhibit was visited by pupils and patrons ' from nearly every school in 
the county, and it was generally conceded that no one department at the fair 
interested the people more than the educational exhibit. The second exam-
ination was a decided improvement upon the first, in neatness of work, and 
in followin·g directions about margins, headings, etc. It is valuable to a . 
child to be able to prepare a neat, systematic paper, even if he answers cor· 
redly but a small per cent of the questions. 
My pla~ is similar to that of the Comparative examinations. In some re-
spects I prefer mine. The committee ,require several topics to be done in . 
one day, while we have fo~r topic.s on. fo.ur consecutive Friuays. I think that 
an examination on one tOpIC at a time IS all that ~hould b~ asked or desired. 
There is danger of permanent injury from o\,er·work in this direction. The 
committee on comparative examin<ltions do not repon up.m the w.uk, and 
the schools doing their work have no way' of kno'1(ing how they comp.are 
with other schools. I make a record of the average standing of each pupil 
and of each 'school, and rep()rt through the county papers. Topics prepared 
for scho Is by their own superintendent will receive more attention than those 
prepared by any other authority, 3.S demonstrated in tht! fa~t th t 75 per cent 
of my schools have done my work, while but three per cent uf the schools of 
the state have taken the comparative examinations. One fourth as much 
work was returned to me from our county as to the committee on comparative 
examinations from the state. I do not wish to be understood as undervaluing 
the comparativt! examinations. Many of the superintendents are so situated 
that they could not give the time to examining their schools that I have done, 
and it is better to have it done by some outside authority than not at all; 
still there is in my opinion, one valid objection to the comparativt! examina-
tion~ i-that is, the requiring of more than one topic in a day. The com-
mittee require for this winter eight topics in two days. I think it must be 
admitted that pupils would derive more benefit from the work, by havi!lg' it 
scattered along through the term. By doing the work on eight consecutive 
Fridays there would not be enough at one time to discourage or fatigue pupils. 
The following is included in my recent circular to taachers: 
At the opening of. the forenoon session, Flliday, Feb. 6, I wish you in pres-
ence of your pupils to open the envelope marked ~Pel1ing. You will find 50 
words, selected from words in common u~e. Dictate, and have the pupils 
write in columns, numbering each word. 
Friday forenoon, Feb. T3, open the envdope marked Arithmetic. You will 
find three grades of questions. The first grade will include wQrk from No-
tation to Square Root; the second grade from Notation ~hrough . Fractions 
and Denominate Numbers; the third grade from Notation through DiviSIon. 
If you have pupils in Arithmetic who are competent to do some written work, 
but have not finished Division, prepare for them a set of questions .. suitable 
(or their capacitY, which you may denominate fourth grade. To prepare your 
pupils to do the first grade work, give thtem a review in Longitude and Time, 
Compound Proportion, Insurance, Partial Payments-V. S. Rule- Equation 
of Payments, True and Bank Discount. For the second grade work, review 
in Fractions, Denominate Num\)ers, Denominate Fractions. 
Frida forenoon, Feb. 20, open the envelope marked Grammar. The work 
will consist entirely in originating sentences containing certain parts of speech, 
phrases, and clauses. An extended knowledge of Grammar will not be nee· 
essary in order to do the work, but a readiness to originate sentences. Pre-
paratory to this examination, give your pupils daily. practice in originating 
sentences. Do not allow them to give examples from their books, but require 
all examples to be original. . 
. Friday fore~oon, Feb. 27, open the envelope marked Letter Writing. You 
Will find a subject for a letter,. and the name of the person to whom I wish it 
addressed. Previous to that time, instruct your pupils how to place date} ad-
dress, and signature in proper form qn a letter; teach them the proper use of 
punctuation marks and capitals, particularly in date,. address, and signature: I 
would advise you to require your pupils to write letters a few times before tlie 
date for the examiflat' on in Letter-writing; telling them whom to address and 
. on wha, subject to write. If you are in the habit of re'luiring compositions, 
substitute letters. . 
On the dates of the examinations do not give any instructions that will as · 
sist pupils in the examination. All drill and preparation must be previous to 
these dates. Do not, un 'er any circumstances, open the questions before the 
dates specified. If, for any reason, you cannot examine your schools on those 
dates, do not examine them at all on these questions. The value of these ex' _ ' 
ami nations consists in the date being uniforII), thus precluding all p ,ssibillity 
of pupils knowing before the examination what the questions will be. 
Please fill the enclosed blank and sign the certificate, and return with, the 
examination papers. This examination is nut to be confined to pupils who 
are at present pursuing these branches . . I wish particularly to have the work 
of those who have finirk ... d and tf,ropp...d these studies. Please invite the di-
rectors to be present at the examination. Before closing let me urge you . 
again to interest your pupils in this wotk; and not only the pupils, but the 
parents and directors. The value of written competitive examinations is con-
ceded by our best authorities on educational matters, ana the only argument 
made by those opposed is the opportunity and the temptat on for dishonesty. 
I hope this examination will be conducted in ~ way that will not all..w such 
a charge to b:! made justlt against any teacher in our county. I f you have 
the zeal in the cause of education that marks the true teach~r, you will be 
ready to point out the almost self·evident benefits to be d~rived from the e~­
ami nation, and thus make co ·workers of your patrons. Whtther your pupils 
take hold of this work with enthusiasm or with indifferen~e depends almost 
enhrely upon the manner in which the subject is presented by yuU. 
Will you not see to it, that we have an educational exhibit next" fall tbat 
will be a credit to you and your pupil's, and that will give the people of Win_ . 
nebago County some idea uf the work that our teachl!'TS are doing? I desire 
each of you to write to me upon receipt of this circular, stating whether 01' 
not you intend to participate in this work; and if not, please give reasons 
and return the qUt.Stions u!lopened. . 
The blank referred to is as follows: 
Township- District ~o.-'--
{
---- Term of office expires April 188-
Director'S: __ -_ .. 1..1 •• .. 188-
•• ,' ,. II 188-
1 The present term of school commenced----- 188-
., ' I. "" Co will close-- --- 188-
No. of pupils enrolled 
"I, " examined in Spelling 
".. II " " Arithmetic 
" ",',' Grammar 
" ".1 II Letter Writing. 
Teacher's Certificate. 
I hereby certify that previous to the date of the examination I did not 
know what the questions were; that to the best of my knowledge none ·of my 
pupils Ilaye or received assistance during the work, and that as far as I kn9w, 
the ~xamlll~~lOn of my school has been conducted honestly and impartially. 
Signed thls---day of---1880. 
. ------,Teacher. 
The blank is print~d on piper the size of the'paper requir.ed fo.r·the exa~­
ination manuscripts, and is used as a fly leaf in· binding With this precauti'on 
I do not think there is' much chance for dishone.ty. A teacher certainly cau,.'· 
not be dish!>nest in this work without its being known bY'the pupils and 
patrons, and injnring .his own reputation as a teacher. In one of our dis: 
tricts,' the directors went to the school house and conducted an examination: 
the teacher being siC;k on the required date. In another qistrict 'the director:a 
offered premiums to the pupils doing the best work. In a large numbel' of -
our districts, the directors visit the school on examin'ation days, and in some 
schools I have heard of their doing the examination work,-the same as the ' . , 
pupils. . , 
Where such an interest is felt by sch~ol ofijcers, there is not much chance ' 
for dishonesty. Should it occur occasionally, that is no reason why the large 
majority o( schools that do follow directions carefully and honestly should be 
deprived of the advantages of such examinations. ' 
MAl.Y L. C'~.uKN'Iliut.. 





A HINT ON TEACHING READING. 
THE time of the last in~titute of the third and ~ourth grades iii this city , was mostly consumed by our friend Vaile, the author of "The Trough," 
to whom we paid our respe~ts a few weeks ago. The plan of the exercise 
Was to play that the institute was comp:>sed uf children to be drawn out as to 
the meaning of a Third Reader lesson by the suction process of Vaile's 
pumps as an adjunct to his literary trough. The exercise was funny. Not-
withstanding that the uppermost thought in [the minds of the' teachers was, 
~'O Vaile, vakl" those present enjoyed the performance hugely. The object 
of the exen;ise was to show disregard to expression In n~ading and dwell up-
on the importance of the meaning of what is read, on the ground that the 
principal part of our reading is silent reading. It is al . very' well for those 
who decry elocutionary reading to in~ist on the importance of knowing the 
sense prior to 2iving expression to the words; but did it ever occur to them 
that the proper expression is to children the chief and in many cases the only 
means of arriving at the sense of the passage? How this little fellow could 
have the audacity to decry the efforts of ~eachers to make their pupils 2ive 
good expression in t:eading, after listening to the admirable exercises of Miss 
Royce's class at a prcvious institute, is one of tho~e freaks which nothing but 
the want of mental balance can account for. 
Any body who sets up meaning against expression, or expression against 
meaning, jn reading, is a lop-sider! chalratan. It is )10t Expression vs. Mean-
Ing, ur Meaning vs. Express 'on; but E<pression and Meaning. Both go 
hand in hand; mutually aid each other in the cultivation qf the voice and 
the mind. There may be delivery witliout adequate conception, or concep-
tion without the power of effective delivery; but the insisting upon either, to 
the neglect br disparagement of the other, leads te a one-sided and distorted 
development, which was well illustrated in the utterance of the gentleman in 
question, whose method of rendering, "What is that you say?" was, "Whas-
satyousay?" and of "Give us the mearung of that line," "Gussameaninguv-
zatline." Verily, what it takes stimuiants to do with some people is observed 
in others through thl'ir own -egotism and perversity. 
HIE THEE 10.11 NUNNER Y. 
First Lady T~ach~r:-No, I won't be a nun, no I sh'an't bela nun; 
I'm so very fond of pleausre that I can't be a nun; 
Second Lady T~ach~r:-Were it not a pity such a pretty girl as I 
Should be sent to a nunnery to pine away and die? , 
CHORUS. 
No, I won't be' a nun and I shan't be a nun; 
I'm so' very fond of pleasure that I can't be a nun. 
Board of Educatiou :-But you must be a nun and marriage you must shun; 
If you marry you'll be sorry, for then of you we'll have none. 
J 
Ttathers:-No, I won't be a nun and I shan't be a nun! 
I'm so very fond of pleasure that I can't be p. nun. --
l
Board:-But you must be a nun, anq marriage you must shuD; 
If you- marry you'll be sorry {or then of you we'll have none. 
. That is the kin'd of· harmony we h~ve in the schools of Chicago. Truly, a 
new dilemma for the teachers of this city to hook their fortunes on. As if 
the dilemmas already besetting their pathway were not sufficiently numerous. 
Escaping from one dilemma to another the persecuted fair will find themselves ' 
in a cuI d~ sac. Thus the question as to the advisability of marriage is added 
to the already numerous perplexities of pedagogy. To flog, or not to flog; to 
draw out, or to cram; to ger.eralize , or to specialize ; to go it categorically, 
or to do it topically; to allow self-reporting lying, 9r to practice non-self re-
porting spying; to be satisfied with moderate results; or to put on the icrews 
and insist upon double distilled compressed intellectuality on draft, have been 
puzzling alternatives heretofore; but these were merely professional and im-
personal considerations, whereas to wed, or not to wed, is a question in which 
the judicious coolness and calm reflection of the teacher cannot be exercised. 
She-the rule applies only to sh~-~ay not be entirely ~esponsible in the mat· 
ter; may be taken by surprise; may have some predilections irrespective of 
the mathematical feature of the question; and, in losing her heart, lose her 
ofjicial and psychological head. Does the Chicago Board of Education feel 
called upon to legislate for posterity, or rather against it, on the ground that, 
# 
Phil. Hoyne-portly and -pious-of late. E. Frankenthal- - -. W. J. 
EnglishL"the university man," the Irish Jew-noted chiefly for ruurdering ' - ' . -
his name-sake. M. E. Stone-correct generally, but under the delusion that -
he has a mission to keep women from working too hard. W_ Curran-spirit--
ed and able, but too anxious to give the young girls a chance. P. 0_ Stens-
land-a new man. J. C. Richberg-dealer in "grease" by professiol,l and 
heredity-all that's left to Doty now-but not so bad as he might be, consid-
ering. 
THE RECESS. 
-Fa{h~r-addressing his little boy, who has brought home a bad mark 
from school-"Now, Johnnie, what shall I do with this stick?" 70hnni~­
. "Why go for a walk, papa !~' 
-An old lady in Wichita ~I\Ys she never could imagine where all the 
'Smiths came from until she saw in a New England town a large sign, "Smith 
Manufacturing Company." -
-"Is the Indian a citizen ?" ~sks the N~w York Timu. This quest:on mUit 
not he answered too hastily. Let uS 'consider whether we can rob him most 
effectually as a citizen, an alien, or a ward.-Elmira Fru Press. 
-So many societies for the promotion of things are established, that Johnnie 
wants to -knovi why SOmebody doesn't get up a society f"lr the promotion of 
boys in schools, without ma~ing t4em study so,-New York Mail. 
-"Mr. Peelrod," said she, according. to the Graphic, "Mr. Peelrod, we 
have for Qreakfast the glyptocephllius cynoglossllS." (Peelrod had always 
been used to calling them flounders when fishing on Ii Sunday at the_ Harlem 
wharves.) 
-After family prayer, a few evenin2S since, a little Quincy boy asked: 
"Mamma how can God hear folks pray when He's so far away I" Before 
the lady ~oud l rame a suitable reply, a sunny-faced little miss of five summers 
vehemently said:. "I'll jes' bet He's dot telephones a runnin' to e1ery place." 
-Quincy Mod~rn Argo. 
-A young mother was giving to her son, age five years, a touching descrip'-
tion of the misery into -;vhich the prodigal son had fallen. "Far away from 
home, and his kind father, obliged to take care of swine, with nothing to eat 
hut husks of com left by them," etc. "Then, why didn't he eat the pig," was -
the practical reply. 
-A little girl in the infant class of a Sunday, school tboroughly appreciated 
the difference between being good from choice and from necessity. At the 
close of 'the school one day, the teacher remarked, "Beckie, -dear, you have 
been a very good little girl to-day." "Yes, 'm, I couldn't help being gpod; 
I got a tiff neck," Beckie replied, _ with perfect seriousness. 
-A scholar in a country school was asked, "How do you parse 'Mary -
milked the cow ?'" , The last word was disposed of as follows: "CoW', a noun, 
feminine gender. third person, and stands for Mary." "Stands ' for- Mary! 
How do you make that out?" "Because," added the intelligent pupil, "if 
the cow didn't st.and for Mary, how could she milk her?" 
-A girl wli<l seem~ to be undecided which to chose writes to the Chicago 
. Tribun~, "I adore Augustus' beauty and dash; I admire Harry's wit and 
keenness; while in the silent chambers of my heart I sit in humiliation and 
reverence before the shrine of Charley's sublime mlnhood, his pure and n~ble 
principles, any his grand intellect." She would better marry Augustus. The 
other men seem to have sense.-Boston Tra1lScript. 
I 
-An Episcopal clergyman tells the following: "Not long since I was 
speaking to my Sunday-school class of the Ascrip.tion, which is said at the 
close of the sermon, when one of the boys spoke up and said, "Oh yes, I like 
to hear that, for then I know the sermon is ended.' 'Why,' said I, 'don't you 
know when the sermon is ended-can't you (eel tbat it is coming to an end ?' 
'No,' said the boy; 'but I often feel it ought to.''' A good many boys, and 
a great malty old boys, not to say some mothers in Israel, are b~lieved to"have 
undergone thar experience.-Harjer's Wetkly. 
.inee posterity has not done and is not likely to do any thing for that body, The last feW' 
that body is under no obligations to show any regard for posterity? . -We are glad to see the WEEKLY constantly improving. 
, - - . weeks It has been better than ever before.-Morris, Ill. 
The 101I01\'ing are the g~ntleman who ~ume to regulate the heart affairs -Respecting our monthly edition, Supt. D. Kerr, of Iroquois county, Ill., 
of the l~dy teachers of CbIC~O, ~r, rather, the !emal~ teachers, .as the rule I writes:- "The price is so moderate, for the aid renpered, that all earI\est 
~ them-a word that apphes>wlth equal propriety. to one-half the brute crc;- , teachers, and especially beginners, should avail themselves of the help thus 
,"Ion: ; proffered." 
U Now in my charge there are fourteen nymphs surpassingly lovely, 
" Fairest in person of whom, the beautiful Deiopea, 
"I in-firm wedlock will join, and make her thy sacred possession, 
"That for this favor of thine she may pass all the years in thy service, 
'75 "And of. a beautiful race make thee also the father and foun~er." 
Aeolus thUs in reply: "It is yours, 0 queen, to determine 
"What you may wish to accomplish; to do your command is my duty; 
"You have procured me my place, my scepter, and Jupiter's favor; 
"You too the privi~ege grant to recline with the gods at their banquet; 
80- "Over the tempest and storm it is you who have made me the ruler." 
Turni.ng he struck with his spear the side of the cavernous mountain, 
And, as in martiat array, wherever an egress is granted, 
. Eagerly pour forth the winds, and sweep 0' er the earth in a whirlwind; 
Now; on the sea they have fallen, and stirred to its deepest foundat.ions, 
85 Eastwind and Southwind together, and bl~ts of the gusty Southwest wind 
Lash it'all into a fury, 'and roll to the shore the vast .billows; 
!'fow come the cries of the men, and the shrieks of the wind through the rigging; 
Then on a sudden collecting, the clouds from the sight of the Trojans . 
Shut out the sky and the day; o'er the sea broods t}1e darkness of midnight, 
90 Thunder resounds through the sky, the air seems ablaze. with the lightning, 
Everything see~ to portend immediate death to the heroes. 
'Suddenly ran a cold shudder .through all the limbs of Aeneas; 
Groaning, and bOth his han~s to the stars in suppliance raising, 
Thus he breaks forth in his angUish: "0 happy, unspeakably happy, . 
95 "They who by Troy's lofty walls, before the fond eyes of their parents, 
," Had the good fortune to fall I 0 thou bravest of all of the Grecians, 
/ "Diomed, why could not I on the Trojan plains, too, have fallen, 
"Pouring my life blood out there at the touch of thy prevalent right hand, 
" Where, from the stroke of Achilles, lies Hector, where great Sarpedon; 
100 " 'Where underpeath its wave the Simois hurries so many 
" :Helmets and shields along; with the bodies of valorous heroes ?" 
Even while speaking these words, a howling b1ast from the northward 
Full in his face strikes the sail, to thcr stars the billows uplifting.; 
, Then, the oars breaking, the prow swinging round gives the side to the billows j 
105 Onward comes l olling and swelling a 'broken mountain of water; 
These ,on the crest of the wave hang; t? these the sea yawning discloses 
Land in the miqst of the wl!ters j the surge with the sand is commingled; 
Three ships the Southwind,seizes and hurls on some rocks 'neath the w.ater, 
Rocks, which, seen in ,mid sea' in calm, .the Italians call Altars, 0 ' 
Just a huge reef at ,the top of the water; three others the Eastwind .. 
Drives from the deep on the quicksands and shoals, most pitiful-objects, 
Dashes them 'gainst the bottom, and piles up a sand bank around them; 
One, which the Lycians bore, with their leader, the faithful Orontes, 
There right before his own eyes, is struck by a heavy sea, breaking 
II S Over the stern, and, thrown from his feet, the helmsman hurled headlong 
Into the sea; but the vessel, three times by the swirl of the waters 
Spun in the same place around, is swallowed d.own in the vortex. 
Here and there appear in the vast abyss of the waters 
Struggling men with their arms, and planks, and the wealth of the Trojans. 
J 20 Now the stout ship of Ilioneus, now that of valiant Achates, 
That in which Abas is carried, and that of the aged Alethes 
Yield to the storm, and with loosening joints they receive the unkindly 
Flood through the seams of the sides, all gaping in cracks to receive it. 
Meanwhile Neptune perceives that the s'ea is all in commotion, 
125 Stirred to its lowest depths by a howling storm that is raging; 
Greatly disturbed by the uproar, he raises his head o'er the waters 
And with unruffled face looks out on the turbulent billows; 
Scattered about on the sea he sees the fleet of Aeneas, 
Sees too the Trojans o'ercome by the waves and the ruin of heaven. 
130 Nor are the schemes and resentment of Juno concealed from her brother. 
,Calling the Eastwind and Westwind before him, hl! thus then acc03ts them: 
" Hath so great confidence, then, in the might of your race now possessed you? 
" DJ you presume, 0 winds, and that too without my permission, 
" Heaven and eaith to disturb, and to raise the waves in such masses ? 
135 "Whom I-but it is better to calm the tumultuous billows; 
"Yet you shall never hereafter escape with so light an atonement. 
"Homeward now basten your flight, and bear to your monarch this mesSage: 
"Not to his care the control of the sea and the powerful trident, 
" But to my own was allotted, while he has those wild rocky islands, 
140 "Your habitations, Eastwjnd; in those halls.1et Aeolus glory, 
"Ruli~g the force of the winds within the closed walls of their prison." 
Thus he directs t.hem, and sooner than said allays the wild waters, 
Scatters the gathered clouds and restores the ~un in the heavens. 
Triton at once and Gy~othoe striving with earnest endeavor 
145 Push dff the ships from the rocks; he himself aSsists with his trident, 
Qpens a way through the sands, and smooths the 1:Iillowy waters, 
Over the top of. the waves ill his light-rolling. chariot gliding. 
Just as among a great cr.owd, when a tumuit /sometimes ari~es, 
Filli~g' the hearts of the rabble with uncontrolled fury and madness, 


























At a tri1ling cost, SchoorBoards; Superintend-
ents, and Teachers mayt'secure through our 
agency a fine cut of tl;leir school building. 
If you wish to obtain one, send us the photo-
graph of your building by mail. We will return 
the same with wood cut, and also the electrotype 
out or plate of the same. Prices mnge from $15 
to $25, according to size and fineness of work. 
A cut of a school building is found useful in 
many places, and a benefit to the school and the 
town in which it is located. Letter heads, en-
velopes, ' progmIDs, catalogs, advertiselUents, 
and so forth, containing a picture of the school 
building, will always co=and more attention 
and carry with them more influence than if 
nQ such cut appears. An evening's entertain-
lpent, given by the school, with a small admit-
taJ;lce fee, and the object previously announced, 
~ secure the necessary funds for the purchase 
of the cut. This meWod of' mising thll 'money 
will prove an intellectual benefit to those who 
take part in the exercises as well as to those who 
attend the same. All orders will be promptly 
attended to. Address, 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., 
Educational Publishers and Agents, 
81 Ashland Block, Chicago, m. 
P,UBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
TER~S OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year ("" Nos.). ,".SO. If paid in advance. ' •. 00. 
Six months (00 Nos.). ..SO." " 1,25· 
Three months ('0 Nos.) .75. .. " .65 
Each ~ont)lly Edition. 50 cents a yearin advance. 
ADVERTISING RATBS FOR SINGLB INSBRTIOJ'll: 
Full OutSIde Pa&e. __ _ . "",.00 I One.half Column (5 in.) '7.50 
Full Inside Pa&e .......... 30oo Three Inches. _____ , ...... 5.00 
One-halClnside Pa&e __ .8.00 Inch Calds.............. '.75 
Full Column (10 in.) ... '4.00 Per Llne ................... _ .15 
Special Notices, "" cents. per hne b~, co~nt. 
2 Insertions 10 per cent. I 20 Insertions 40 per cent. 
.... ' 2O u " ~"SOU., 
,- 10 .11 30" 
Ai/f) ... tf.""."t. ....""i"r D'" ",o"tI. 0" "'0'" a ... pul>· 
lith.d {11 al/ th, ."'." mOlltMy .ditio". without .xt .. a 
cha .. ze. . 
Copy should be received by Saturday noon. previous to 
date of iuue. 
Each advertising page of THB ED11CATl!,NAL WEaKLY 
contains three columns, each column ten Inches, and one 
inch.twelve lines. 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Orden from strange" must be paid monthly in advance. 
Address all communications to . 
Addres. S R. WINCHELL 8< CO .• Chica&o. 
RORSFOBD'S ACID PHOSPIUTE. 
In lIalarlal Prostration. 
Have used Horsford's Acid Phosphate consider-
ably" and like its eff~Cts very much; especially in 
malarial pros\ration. G. M. BELL, M. D. 
BENTON HARBOR, MICH. 
CODSumptiOD Cured. 
All old pby'iel ..... retired frool pracUce, havlD& bad placed 
in hi, hands by an l!;ast India missionarY the formula of a 
simPle Ye&etable remedy for the speedy and permanent cure 
(or Consumption. Broncbitls, Catarrh. Asthma. and all 
Throat and Lung Afi'ectlons, alSO a positive anel radical cure 
for NervoUi Debility and ill NervoU$ ComplaiDts; after hav-
In& tested Its wonderful curative Jl<!wen In thousands of 
• _ C¥eI, has felt. It his duty to make It known to his sufferin& 
'\1 e1lows. Actuated by by this motive and a desire to relieve 
- human ,ufferin&. I will.end free of char&e to all who desire 
It tli1i recipe. in German. FreDch, or ED&lish with full 
dfrectlons fo. preparin& anti Ulin&. Sent by mail by addres-
al", WIth ,tamp, namlnK this paper, W. W. 8uIlllAR, I~ 
,,_ .. BUd, R«ludrr,N. Y. ' 
IT WILL, VALUABLE P A 'Y T ext Books. 
YOU WELL Choice Readings. 
TO WEAR OUR 
COMMON SENSE BOOTS and SHOES 
They have Wide Soles •. Low Heel •• will prevent and 
CURE BUNIONS AND CORNS, 
and add to your daily comfort. 
We carry a large and full assortment of the best &oods 
in all styles. 
C. E. WISWALL ~ CO., 
86 STATE STREET. 
Springfield School of Oratory, 
AT SPRINGFIELD, n.L. 
Thi .. d T...", Olen. March 25th. /880. Fou .. th T.rm 
open. Ju, .. 7, /880. 
FACULTY: 
J. C. FBITSHANS. A. M, Principal Professor of the Science 
and Art of Elocution, Voice Culture and Lecturer on 
. Elocution and Oratory. 
Miss IDA. SCOTT, Teacher of Recitation and Articulation. 
Miss ALMA HORGAN, Teacher of Gesture . 
The following gentlemen will give lectures during the 
year: 
~'. L. MATl'HBWS. M. D.-Physiology of Voice. -
Hon. JAMBS P . SLADa. State Superintendent of Public In-
struction of Illinois-Reading. 
F. R. FSITSHA;'S. A. M .• Principal of Springfield High 
School-.lEsthetic Education. 
His Excellency. Governor SHRLBY M. CULLOM-Oratory. 
(By request.) 
A CataloO'ue of English Books, sent on receipt of e name and address by P. Nau&hten. 
mporter of old and new hooks. 47' State St .• Chicago. 111. 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 
I OWA COLLEGE. Gri""ell. Iowa. For catalo~e. etc .• address the President, Gao.F.MAGOUN. D.D. Lchy 
[
LLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVE}{SI7 Y. ·Cham. 
paign. 111.. J. M. Gregory LL. D .•. Regent. CoUege 
of A&riculture, Colleg~ of Engineers, College of Nat-
,lIollSClences. College, of Literature and Aru. Fall term 
begins Sept. " •• 871. [tf] 
T MARi's SCHOOL. K""Zvilk. IIU-". A Board· S ing SchOOl tor Girls; Fint-class throul'hout; a ~re Chnslian home, with the best advanta&es of <;duc.atlon. 
Reference is made to. patrons In nearly every city In the 
West. (tf] C. W. LBPPINGWBLL. D.D .• Rector. 
S YRA OUSE UNIVERSITY. at Syracuse. N . Y. The University has now th . following. departments In op-
. eration: Coll'ri oi Lib, .. al A .. ts-E. O. Haven, D. 
D .• LL. D. Chancell~r. M.dical Collere-F. Hyde, M.D., 
Dean Coitegeo/ F.". Arts-G. F . Comfort, A.M .• Dean. 
. For A""ual. and other information. apply to E. O. HA-
VEN, Chancellor - , 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENl of State Normal University. Special attention is paid to fitting young men for College. For years its graduates have enter-
ed Harvard. and other fi .... t-c1ass colleges, without conditions. 
The English coune presents rare opportunities to young men 
preparing for business, or young ladies desiring a thorougli 
course ofstudy. For further information address E . J. James, 
Ph. D •• Normal. III. 
OHIO CEN1RAL NORMAL, a"d Kinde .. ga .. t ... T .. ai"f"r School. Reorgani .. d with full faculty. Three full courses. one, two, and three years respect-
Ively. Incorporated under State Board of Trustees . . This 
h the only Normal School in the State having a distinct 
Professional Course of Study and Practice combined with 
the most thorough academic instinction. 
, Address JOHN OGDEN,1'rin., 
, Worthington O. 
'ILLINOIS SlATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fOl 
the special preparauon of teachen. The full course 01 
study requires three y,ean. Tuition i .... to .tIiOie who' 
pledge themselves to teach In the state; to others, '30 per 
year. Hi,h School Depa .. tme"t offers the best advantages 
for prepanng for college or for business. Tuition '30 per Y~: . Grammar. School Depa .. tm ... t furrushes' excellent 
&cUIUes for obtam~g a good, pracucal education. Tuition, 
,"5 per year. P ... mary Depa .. t".."t, a charming .place for 
he "little folks." Term begins March 8, '880, Forparticu. 
an addreu Eciwm C. Hewett, President, Normal. Ill. tf 
By Prof. R. C. CUMNOCK. P rice. SI.75. 
If It seems to me one of the few thoroughly satisfactory 
books in its ·Iine. I know of no classified co)lection of read· 
ings at all to be compared with it."-P .. o/ Rockwood, Stat. 
Norll1al School, W.,ictnUi",. 
Primer of Political Economy. 
By A. B. MASON and J . J . LALOR. Price 60 ct>. 
uWe have given it a pretty thorough examination, and i. 
our judgment. it is better adapted for the use of the youth of 
our public schools than any other work on the subject tha t 
we can call to mind."-G.J:attfe, Cb,einllat.i J 
An!mal Analysis. 
By Prof. ELLIOTT W'HIPPLE. Price. 7S cts. 
"An excellent boo~for the youn& student beginnini sool· 
ogy. It systematizes observation and directs aUl;ntion to the 
important characters upon which classification dependS."-
Prtsidu,t Marcy, Northwestern U"Z-vers£ty. 
Manual of the V~rtebrates. 
By Prof. D. S JORDAN. Price, ,".50. 
,. Dr. Jordan has embodied. in this work the latest results 
of zoological science, and we know of no similar book which 
contains so much and .50 reliable information suited to the 
spedal wants ot'sludents in the 'field or classaroom."-N ... 
£"zla"d 7tn<.....a1 of Educatio". 
COOD READINC. 
Life of Benedict Arnold. 
His Patriotism and his TreasoQ By Hon. I. N . Arnold. 
Crown Bvo, gilt top. Price, 12.50. , 
HOf great merit and historical value. It can be read with 
interest and profit for what it tells of a period which is fa.~ 
fading out ofknowlepge ... -Ex,tl ..... , New y" .. k . 
MoUvts of Life. I 
By Prof. DAVID SWING. Price. ~! .~. 
"Prof. Swing writes with the simplicity, the earnestnesl -
and the honesty which comes of a sincere devotion to aU tha; 
is best, and noblest, and purest in life and character;"'_ 
E'lIe"i"r Post. New York. 
Ing.enolL and Moses. 
By Rev. SAMUEL IV'E, CURTISS. D. D. Price, $1 .• 
"The book is characterized by ripe scholarship and gre 5 
d . I . h at fairness an courtesy In argument. t 1S t e strongest arg _ 
ment yet made against the sophistries which have been U 
wiilely advertised during the past few years. mainly throu '~ 
the lectures ofCol.lngersoll."-Tk. '"te .. -Ocea". g 
Short History of France . 
For Young People. Ry Mis. KIRKLAND. Price,lh .so. 
• "The narrative is not dry on a single page, and the little 
history may be commended as the best of its kind that baa' 
. yet ·app.,,,ed "-Bulletin, PMlad.lphia. 
. Belle and the Boys. 
A New Juvenile . By Mn. C. F. CORBIN. Price. S •• 25 • • 
"It seems just Ihe book to be apprecialed by fair, sweet 
yonng-girls .... and brave. manly boys, Handsomely printed 
and illustrated, it is one of the prettiest juvenile books of the 
year."-Am. Bookseller. N. Y. 
TaffS of Ancient Greece. 
By the Rev. Sir G. W. Cox. Bart, M. A. Price, SI .60. 
"The grace with which these 01<1 lales of the mytholoirY 
are retold makes them as enchanting to the young as familiar 
fairy tales. or the Arabian Nights ... -P"p/islu ... • Wuklf· 
.Q-Sold by aU booksellers, or seDt by mail, postpaid, OD 
leeeipt of price by the publishen. 
Jansen, McClu'rg & Co., 
11'1 ana 119 State Street, Chicago. 
